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ABSTRACT

Despite greater societal awareness of sexual inequalities, women are still more likely
than men to experience workplace and salary inequity and sexual harassment, and to
be victims of male violence. Given this fact, many of the primary goals of second-wave
feminism remain largely unrealised. Performing Resistance speaks to feminist
discourses and strategies of solidarity that have been overlooked or hidden. It talks
back at a moment when museums are taming historical activism through inclusion in
survey exhibitions (Soul of a Nation, Tate; Still I Rise, De La Warr). In reframing a
creative protest as an artwork, this thesis seeks to extend and rethink the power of
resistance by placing emphasis on its activating properties rather than on its ability to
be archived in major public institutions. It asks: how does art practice best resist?

This practice-led research proposes an act of resistance for reconsideration within this
context, one of feminist, all-female and queer protest. It nominates the Greenham
Common Women’s Peace Camp (GCWPC; 1981-2000) – its actions, bodies, archives,
stories, site and materials – as an expansive and expanding artwork. The thesis does
not claim authority or ownership over this singular protest, but instead uses
nomination as a means to reconsider feminist practices and values, then and now. In
so doing, it asks to what extent art practice can provide a method for engaging with
feminist histories, stories and events and how might it allow a productive reevaluation of gender equality. What gets dislodged when the relations between
politics, life and art are blurred, and what are the effects of this displacement?

The retroactive proposition of Greenham as an artwork locates it not within
participatory art practices (Bishop, 2012) or re-enactments, nor inside a virtual
museum collated from archival materials (Pollock, 2007) or post-protest artworks
(Kokoli, 2018). Rather, the method I propose of talking back to oneself is employed in
order to better understand Greenham not as one event but as a means for seeing,
thinking and doing – an ‘intersectional’ activist approach (Crenshaw, 2019). As a
strategy it exposes the compound discrimination against women, queers and anti-
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nuclear protesters in the past and suggests how dissent in the present can be
constrained thereby reducing the capability for taking meaningful, transformative
action. Nomination functions here as a mode of ‘backchat’ (Crenshaw), a resistant
position that refutes and contests the contemporary prevailing hegemonies within art
and politics that can diminish what the Greenham protest was and what it achieved.

My own experience of having been a Peace Camp participant is the basis for, and
forms an important part of the proposition and analysis of, this research. I use my own
archive of materials to generate new responses both in the studio and through writing.
I argue the case for nomination of the protest as artwork through three trajectories:
the artwork as Gift, as Archive and as Correspondence. In the latter, I employ writing
letters to my past self in the present day as a method both of interrogating and of
corresponding with memories and objects that trace the history of the protest. My
hypothesis is that art can best function when it resists through testing limits,
assumptions and boundaries, besides producing aesthetic experiences. Without
resistance, art becomes nothing more than decoration, a tradeable commodity.
Through nomination-as-artwork, the research reactivates an archive of bodies, voices,
events and materials which, through reuse, generates new works and keeps the
feminist legacy of the GCWPC potent.
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Notes for the reader

There is a significant amount of ‘talking-back’ in this research project. There are
conversations that take place backwards and forwards through time and between
archival objects and practice. This is most apparent in Section 4 (Correspondence:
eight letters from present to past), which does not appear in a compact chapter format
but is interleaved throughout the thesis as letters sent back in time. The letters do
appear in date order, however.

References and footnotes given in the thesis can be found in full in the bibliography.
Where a specific reference has been made within another author’s text, a page number
is supplied in the footnote.

All the images included in the thesis are my own with the exception of two images
from recent protests and the Press Association prints. These were given to me in 1983
by a friend who worked for the Press Association and had ‘liberated’ certain
photographs from their offices. On seeking an image usage licence from Alamy (now
merged with PA Images) for inclusion in the thesis, I was informed that the images are
no longer in their database. Alamy have stated that, as owner of the physical prints, I
hold the copyright.

The list of figures includes a sample of fifty items scanned from my personal archive of
materials relating to the GCWPC between 1982 and 1985. These images can be found
in the first appendix.
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Figure 1. Press Association B&W photographic print dated 15 November 1983. On verso, ‘Japan
Remembered at Greenham: a woman carrying across (sic) which bears the words ‘Hiroshima’
and ‘Nagasaki’ is led away from Orange Gate at the Greenham Common cruise missile base,
Berkshire today as more cruise equipment was transported by air’.
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Section 1: INTRODUCTION

Performance’s only life is in the present. Performance cannot
be saved, recorded, documented, or otherwise participate in the
circulation of representations of representations: once it does
so it becomes something other than performance. To the degree
that performance attempts to enter the economy of reproduction
it betrays and lessens the promise of its own ontology. Performance’s
being “[…]” becomes itself through disappearance.
– Peggy Phelan (Unmarked: The Politics of Performance, 1993)

This research contributes to the political theory of art through nominating a
specific feminist protest as an artwork and attempts to understand what such a
feminist protest artwork might be and do. Provoked by the contemporary paucity of
sexual equality forty years after the largest female-led campaign since the women’s
suffrage movement, this research sets out to reanimate the performance of past
political resistance through artmaking. The declaration of the Greenham Common
Women’s Peace Camp as artwork is a performative act; an illocutionary act of speech
that in saying so does what it says. It becomes an artwork through being said to be
one.1
I begin the introduction to this research project with a story. It is a way of
telling how this research came about and why this and other stories need to be told.
There is a good deal of ‘I’ in the writing, as it relies on autobiography, on being there
and – as you will have read in the letter preceding this introduction – on a lot of
talking-back to myself. As a practice-led research project, it also contains, refers to and
places emphasis on artworks, both my own and those made by others. ‘Performance’ is
understood as a fluid and shifting term that has a life, as Judith Butler proposes, in

1

Judith Butler draws on earlier work by J.L. Austin (1962) on speech acts and utterances. In Excitable
Speech: A Politics of the Performative (1997), Butler writes: ‘The illocutionary speech act performs its
deed at the moment of the utterance, and yet to the extent that the moment is ritualized, it is never
merely a single moment. The “moment” in rituals is a condensed historicity: it exceeds itself in past and
future directions, an effect of prior and future invocations that constitute and escape the instance of the
utterance.’ (p. 3)
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excess of a particular moment, whilst ‘resistance’ here takes the form of a singular,
historical protest and artwork. My aspiration for this research is to contribute to
discourse beyond arts boundaries, within broader material, political and ethical
spheres. Primarily, though, this is a queer, feminist enquiry that sets out to
understand how and why sexism remains such an obdurate problem. My rationale,
research questions and methods will follow shortly, but, first, here is that story…

A few years ago, I had an opportunity to view footage that I had filmed in 1983
on an outdated video format. Figure 2 shows the Sony V60 videotape inside its box. I
had guarded the tape over the intervening decades, knowing it contained a record of a
mass anti-nuclear protest that took place outside the main gate at Greenham
Common airbase near Newbury.2 It was evidence of a critical event, even in its unviewed state, or so I believed. When the digital file was returned to me, I found a scant
18 seconds of images from the base. The remaining 23 minutes contained scenes from
a family gathering at Christmas made shortly after the protest. Viewing the footage, I
experienced a vertiginous wave of nausea and disorientation as I struggled to
understand what I was looking at. I was certain of what I would find there, but the
view through this opening into the past had clouded over like a cataract-fogged eye. It
was a betrayal, as if the tape itself had lied to me. And yet it was my memory of what I
had attached to this object that was displaced; my long-anticipated return to an event
from my past was not where I thought it was. Where had Greenham gone? What had
happened to those queer, protesting bodies? I was looking at the wrong object.
Disappointment was soon replaced by curiosity as I watched my family as an
anthropologist might study a lost tribe. Indeed, my family’s response to being filmed
could be likened to that of people who had never seen a camera and were paranoid as
to its powers. Closer to the truth – they were embarrassed. My parents were workingclass, first-generation Irish immigrants who had never even seen a cinecamera, let
alone had the means to own such a device. They were embarrassed by the movie
camera and

2

Greenham Common airbase in Berkshire was used by the US Air Force 501st Tactical Missile Wing
from 1982 until 1992 as a site for the storage and operation of ground-launched cruise missiles that
carried nuclear warheads.
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Figure 2. Sony V60 0.5-inch Helical Scan videotape recorded in 1983 and cleaned, treated and
digitised for viewing in 2016.
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embarrassed by me – the first in the family to go to university, studying art, a subject
that held no frame of reference for them.
After a few jumpy starts, the camera settles on a group of people sitting around
a table drinking tea. One of these is my aunt, whose embarrassment at being filmed is
palpable. There is a brief split second when she looks directly at the camera from
behind her glasses. She gets up and the camera follows her to the pile of Christmas
presents in the corner of the room. She rummages and returns to her seat with a
Hayward Gallery carrier bag that she promptly puts over her head. The bag covers
most of her face except her lower jaw, but repeatedly slips down and prevents her
from drinking tea. Her hands reach up and claw a hole in the plastic to reveal her
glasses. Her head is now replaced entirely by bag. As she turns to the camera and
stares directly at the lens, the place where her mouth should be is replaced by upsidedown lettering reading ‘HAYWARD GALLERY’. The words appear as teeth that have
been drawn back on to the face of a skull.

Blast from the Past (Rationale)
The experience of being confounded by a piece of technology that I fully
expected to reveal a narrative of protest and dissent was salutary. As Adrienne Rich
writes on recalling her experiences of motherhood, ‘every journey into the past is
complicated by delusions, false memories, false naming of real events’.3 My memory
was of a well-documented, large-scale demonstration against nuclear weapons and
many others that I had taken part in at Greenham Common in the 1980s.4 When the
object of my technological certainty did not deliver as expected, I felt a bit foolish and
briefly embarrassed by my expectations. I then did what an artist is so inclined to do
and started to work with what I had, making a short video work from the footage that

3

Rich, A. (1977. Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institution. London: Random House, p.
15.
4
In addition to media documentation of political actions at Greenham Common which are available in
public archives, both digital and analogue, I have an extensive collection of material collected during
the years 1982-1985. This personal archive includes news cuttings, magazines, flyers, chain letters, court
fines, photographs, negatives, notes, sketches and the videotape mentioned above.
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Figure 3. Liz Murray, Where Has Greenham Gone? (2017). Still image from digital video, 3’48”.
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was shot at Christmas.5 Figure 3 is a still from that video which I named Where Has
Greenham Gone? (2017).
Editing this material gave rise to thinking about the politics of that decade and
about my own aspirations for the future as a young, queer art student. The work of
feminist writers such as Simone de Beauvoir, Emma Goldman, Valerie Solanas, Audre
Lorde, Adrienne Rich, Andrea Dworkin, Marge Piercy and Mary Daly had inspired and
supported my thinking through my teens and twenties. And whilst it was the norm to
be verbally abused at Greenham or elsewhere for looking like a dyke, having access to
feminist publications such as Spare Rib or On Our Backs lent a sense that progress was
being made towards lesbian and gay rights.6
It struck me that despite some improvements in law concerning basic human
rights – protection from discrimination along lines of race, sexual orientation,
disability and age – I still face the same issues today of sexual inequality with male
peers both in the workplace and in the world that I had experienced as a young gay
woman forty years ago.7 Regardless of equality legislation, hate crimes relating to
sexual orientation and gender identity have increased year on year since 2015,
according to UK government data for England, Scotland and Wales.8 Gender is still
the most common basis for hate crime attacks on women. It seems unbelievable to me

5

Where Has Greenham Gone? (2017). DV, 3’48”.
Spare Rib was an iconic second-wave feminist magazine coming out of the Women’s Liberation
Movement of the 1960s. It was co-founded by Rosie Boycott and Marsha Rowe and set out to challenge
the stereotyping and exploitation of women. The UK magazine ran from 1972 to 1993. On Our Backs
(1984 to 2006) was a US publication that offered ‘Entertainment for the Adventurous Lesbian’, being the
first women-run lesbian erotic magazine. It strove to represent the full spectrum of lesbian desire and
sexuality, including articles on BDSM, FTM and trans identities, fisting, orgasm and female ejaculation
workshops. Editor Susie Bright’s focus on sex-positive feminism put her and the magazine in firm
opposition to anti-pornography feminists. The recently released film Rebel Dykes (2021) is an interesting
survey of the 1980s lesbian BDSM club scene as well as radical activism; it has documentary footage
from Greenham Common as well as the club scene and tries to address the conflict between these sites
and the women involved.
7
The 1980s witnessed much homophobic hysteria whipped up by a Conservative government espousing
family values and the moral panic over AIDS/HIV; 1988 saw Section 28 of the Local Government Act
forbidding the promotion of homosexuality, which was only revoked in England and Wales in 2003. For
current legislation in the UK on discrimination, see: <https://www.gov.uk/discrimination-your-rights>
[Accessed 17 August 2021].
8
See <https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/hate-crime-england-and-wales-2019-to-2020/hatecrime-england-and-wales-2019-to-2020> [Accessed 3 September 2021].
6
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Figure 4. A woman being arrested at a Cruise missile protest on Greenham Common,
November 15th, 1983. Press Association B&W photographic print dated 15 November 1983. On
verso, ‘Protest Curtailed: a woman protestor is carried away by police outside the Orange Gate
at the Greenham Common cruise missile base in Berkshire today as more cruise equipment
was transported by air’
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Figure 5. A woman being arrested at the Sarah Everard vigil on Clapham Common, 13

March 2021. A memorial on the common close to where Sarah Everard was last seen
before her abduction, rape, and murder was the locus of a planned night vigil. This
was cancelled by organisers as the Metropolitan Police outlawed the gathering under
Covid-19 restrictions. Hundreds of protestors defied the ban and were subjected to
police heavy-handedness including this young woman who attended as a legal
observer. (Photograph courtesy of Christopher Bethell).
30

and yet in 2021 misogyny is still not classed as a crime.9
If the videotape in Figure 2 represented my youthful hopes for gender and
sexual equality attached to a democratic society, watching it for the first time many
years later broke something open. How was it possible that the progress made by
Greenham women in the 1980s and the radical left-wing politics that began in the
1960s had failed to materialise in sexual equality? Is the massive failure in securing a
more equitable position for women over the past forty years somehow linked to the
emergence of neoliberal socioeconomic policies that have been ushered in during the
same time period? And, speaking as an artist, what, I ask, can art do about it? What
can my artwork do to perform acts of resistance?
Thinking back to my time at the GCWPC was to clearly see the gulf between
the ambitions of a radical feminist project for a fairer, nonviolent society and what
have become the lived circumstances for women during four decades of neoliberal
socioeconomic policies. As writer and social activist bell hooks notes, if modern
feminist thought asserts that all women are oppressed, it requires an understanding of
the absence of choice as defining this oppression. Neoliberalism appears to offer an
abundance of options but, arguably for women, those choices remain inadequate.
Hooks writes:
Many women do not join organized resistance against sexism
precisely because sexism has not meant an absolute lack of
choices. They may know they are discriminated against on the
basis of sex, but they do not equate with this oppression. Under
capitalism, patriarchy is structured so that sexism restricts
women’s behaviour in some realms even as freedom from
limitations is allowed in other spheres. The absence of extreme
restrictions leads many women to ignore the areas in which they

9

UK charity The Fawcett Society has campaigned tirelessly for women’s equality and women’s rights
over the past 150 years. For more information on their campaigns on equal pay, equal power and the
damage caused by gender stereotypes, see: <https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/> [Accessed 30 July
2021]. For more on the campaign to make misogyny a hate crime, see:
<https://www.familylaw.co.uk/news_and_comment/misogyny-as-a-hate-crime-what-it-means-why-its-needed> [Accessed 2 August 2021].
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Figure 6. Signage inside perimeter fence at the main entrance (Yellow Gate) to Greenham
Common airbase, Berkshire, October 1983. Ilford B&W print from archival negative, 30.5 x 24
cm. (© Liz Murray)
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are exploited or discriminated against; it may even lead them to
imagine that no women are oppressed.10
Neoliberal feminism takes a form in line with ‘late modernity’ of an
‘individualised lifestyle discourse, with an emphasis on the need for resilience and a
positive mental attitude to deal with forms of inequality’.11 Essentially, this is a selfserving celebration of self-interest over social needs, a mindset that mirrors the
socioeconomic ideology of neoliberalism. Within the context of ‘austerity’ and the
production of a ‘moral landscape’, this form of feminism reinforces hierarchical
divisions along lines of those who can succeed in ‘getting on’ and those ‘bad subjects’
who cannot. This in turn engenders distinctions between women along lines of class
and race, creating distance and setting up a divisive and discriminatory antiemancipatory narrative. For women self-identifying with a contemporary neoliberal
feminism, there is perhaps no need either for feminism or for emancipation.
My argument here is not with setting up a definitive boundary for feminism or
feminists nor with policing those parameters, as this can lead to destructive
exclusions, but in maintaining that feminism is not ‘dead’ and can remain a potent
weapon.12 I maintain that a neoliberal version of feminism does undermine the goals
of social justice, collective change and equality for all women. This is in stark contrast
with the collective, non-hierarchical structure that existed within the GCWPC. There
were no leaders, entrepreneurs or spokespersons as such, and decisions were always
carried out in a mutually respectful way. What I do propose in this research is a
reimagining of Greenham as a tool for younger feminists to engage with. As an artist, I
employ the means available to my profession to heighten awareness of this critical,
political, long-term demonstration, a connection through creativity. I am aware that
many younger women may not have a grasp of how important the protest was within
the context of feminism and British cultural history.

10

hooks, b. (1984). Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center. Boston, Massachusetts: South End Press,
p.5.
11
See Dabrowski, p. 90.
12
See Crenshaw (1989), Butler (1994).
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Figure 7. Liz Murray, Just Before Dawn, an Embarrassment (2020). Jesmonite, paint, 49 x 35 x
22cm.
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The GCWPC was a massive feminist thorn in the side of the British
establishment; it sought social justice, demanded an end to nuclear proliferation and
was the largest display of lesbian political activism in UK history. Greenham women
had three main aims: to remove nuclear warheads from the military airbase, to return
the common to a public space and to end patriarchy. In pursuit of these values,
hundreds of women were arrested at the camp (see Figures 3 and 4) and served time in
prison. The peace camp generated worldwide debate around nuclear proliferation and
inspired other women-only peace camps to spring up around the globe.13 The camp
succeeded in seeing nuclear weapons being dismantled in 1991 and the site returned to
common land in 1997. Dismantling the patriarchy remains an ongoing project.
This is the context for the research. My aim and objectives are to reframe a
historic, gendered, long-term protest as an artwork as a strategy for effectively
reclaiming and reactivating a key, queer, radical event of feminist politics. In the
thesis, I address this through nomination, an action that implies hierarchy and
authority. To assume the right to do so represents a (small) coup that emerges from
the spirit of queer, anarchic actions at Greenham and in my continuing belief in art’s
autonomy. I discuss this method more fully in the methodology, Talking-Back, below.
In my practice I demonstrate a process of ‘talking-back’ that forms a key method in
this research. It is an iterative, refracted practice that forms a methodological
contribution to knowledge.
Figure 7 shows an example of this; the response to the embarrassment felt by
my aunt when she was in front of a camera forty years ago is remade by me as an
object in the studio. The bag-like object looks back at me. ‘You are too much like a
bag,’ I say to it, ‘even when upturned.’ I return to the other archival materials that I
have kept relating to Greenham between 1982 and 1985, like the Sony tape and
hundreds of newspaper cuttings. I find an account of a group of six Greenham women
who broke into Holloway prison and climbed onto the roof to protest at the arrest of
13

La Ragnatela International Women’s Peace Camp in Sicily was set up shortly after Greenham, next to
the USAF base at Comiso, which was also a launch site for cruise missiles [JH: suggest ‘base for cruise
missiles’ – the planning was (as far as I recall) to get the missiles out of the bunkers once war was
imminent and drive them to camouflaged locations away from the base for launch]. Pine Gap Women’s
Peace Camp near Alice Springs in Australia was established in 1983 to protest the location of the
American Joint Defense Space Research Facility at Pine Gap.
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Figure 8. Press Association B&W photographic print dated 15 November 1983. On verso, ‘More
Cruise Believed Landed: a US Starlifter aircraft, believed to be carrying cruise missiles, landed
at Greenham Common airbase this afternoon. Troops ring the plane on the tarmac less than
half a mile from the US Galaxy which landed earlier today.’
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thirty-one women for breaking into the cruise missile base at Greenham Common.
The reporter notes that the break-in happens ‘just before dawn’ and the squad of
policemen that arrest the six women are ‘embarrassed’. I write down a section of the
reportage on the bag on which the Hayward Gallery logo appeared in the video. The
bag-like object appears embarrassed by the ‘tattooing’ of text over what should be
covering up a head. I place it on a plinth in the corner of the studio. It faces the wall.

Research Questions
This research project by practice is structured around my experience of having
witnessed second-wave feminism first-hand through the empowerment of protest as a
young woman. I seek to understand why many of the primary intentions of that
movement remain unrealised today. As a strategy for addressing this social, sexual and
political lacuna, the project uses nomination to incite a reconsideration of feminist
practices then and now. In nominating a historic, feminist protest as an artwork, it
asks:

1. What the capacities of art are to enable a generative re-evaluation of
gender equality and how this might enable productive forms of
response.1 4
2. How this might be achieved in ways other than re-enactment,
representation or remaking.15
3. If an artwork can supercharge a protest from the past to make it vital
and visible to a new generation.
14

On Resistance, a day-long research event convened by Yve Lomax and Aura Satz at the RCA in 2017,
featured the philosopher Howard Caygill, who spoke of resistance as being conditional on one’s
‘capacity to resist’. Caygill’s 2013 publication of the same name expands this ‘capacity’ for resistance to
force or domination through readings of Freud, Clausewitz, and James C. Scott’s studies on anarchism
in Poland and Malaysia. Caygill identifies the GCWPC as pioneering in its capacity to resist through the
organisation of a weblike structure of civil society networks that included the women’s movement,
CND, religious organisations such as the Quakers and the labour movement – all before the availability
of mobile phone communications. See On Resistance: A Philosophy of Defiance, p.114.
15
The Battle of Orgreave (An Injury to One Is an Injury to All) (2001) by Jeremy Deller is a key work here,
as it relates to a confrontation that took place between picketing miners and South Yorkshire Police in
June 1984. The period of the miners’ strike overlapped with the protest at Greenham Common and
Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government.
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4. Who has the authority to nominate politics-as-art-as-protest and what
are the risks in doing so, specifically, ‘defanging’ politics by
aestheticisation.
5. What is the status of my artwork (as author) if protest = art. Is it
protesting? If so, where should the artwork make itself visible?

These might be rolled up into two key questions:
1. How might feminist history be kept active and relevant to a new generation?
2. How might a feminist activist use nomination as ‘artivism’ to affect social and
cultural transformation and enable a critical re-evaluation of gender equality?16

Key Literature
I have drawn on a wide variety of academic, artistic and activist sources to
support the research. These can be broadly divided into the following categories with
key figures referenced or having influence on the research, though this is not an
exhaustive listing, more a simple mapping out of territories :
•

Feminism (including the second-wave feminists mentioned earlier,
plus Crenshaw, Ahmed, hooks, Rowbotham, Battista, Mies, Federici,
Pollock)

•

Greenham (Roseneil, Liddington, Pettitt, Blackwood, Coudry, Kokoli)

•

Queer Theory (Berlant, Butler, Halberstam, Preciado, Sedgwick,
Warner, Hester)

•

Neoliberalism (Giroux, Graeber, Harvey, Jameson)

•

Commons (Federici, Casco, Lütticken, Vishmidt,)

•

Art & Politics (Sholette, Kester, Charnley, Beech, Rancière, Caygill)

16

A term used in a recent anthology of work and writings by feminist authors and artists edited by Katy
Deepwell. Artivism and feminist art activism is understood as a binary where art approaches, engages
with and transforms activism and vice versa. Deepwell writes in her introduction: ‘The promise of art
activisms is that they can redefine how both art and politics can be understood by bringing together
unexpected elements and new configurations, encouraging us to see the world and how it operates
differently and presenting different models of art production and social organization.’ p. 10.
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Figure 9. Unnamed woman inside a bender at Green Gate in October 1983. Ilford B&W print
From archival negative, 30.5 x 24 cm. (© Liz Murray)
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•

Politics of the Left (Cusset, Mouffe, Foucault, Noys)

•

Archives (Derrida, Eichhorn, Foucault)

•

Gift (Malinowski, Mauss, Derrida, Hyde, Marion)

The research spans a forty-year period during which both neoliberalism and
queer theory emerged. In Cruel Optimism, Lauren Berlant brings the positivist affect
of neoliberalism to bear on subjectivity, especially in terms of feminist
and LGBTQI aspirations for incorporation within normative practices (marriage,
adoption, serving in the forces). The identitarian reorganisation that Berlant proposes,
borrowing as it does from Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s work on affect and attachment
theory, has been useful for putting a queer lens on the social and political impact of
neoliberalism and how this may in turn affect the feminist project.
I am indebted to Silvia Federici’s writing on capitalism and feminist movements
and particularly her work on the history, critique and politics of the commons from a
feminist perspective. Much of the media focus in the 1980s around the GCWPC was on
gender, anti-militarism and lesbian visibility, yet it had an important eco-feminist
agenda that was often overlooked. It seems particularly prescient within current
debate around climate change, crop management and loss of biodiversity.
Unpicking the legal issues for sexual inequality, the research has sought to
address the injustice of this gap through a contemporary raising of consciousness
concerning our feminist past. Veteran human rights lawyer Helena Kennedy, who
wrote Eve Was Framed (1992), her seminal critique of the legal system and its failure to
protect women, writes of her early unwillingness to be categorised as a women’s rights
lawyer and thus suffer discrimination by her peers:

I waited until the year after I was awarded a Queen’s Counsel
because by that time no one could dismiss me as being just a
mad feminist, as they would have then because I was recognised,
I’d done lots of big trials – terrorism, espionage, all manner of
stuff – and I was by then deemed a serious lawyer and could,
therefore, talk about the failures of law for women without it,
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Figure 10. Photocopied map of Greenham Common airbase that was widely reproduced and
circulated via GCWPC flyers and chain letters, circa 1982. (From author’s GCWPC archive)
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you know, being seen as a woman’s issue, a fringe issue.17
Within the creative and philosophical fields, art historian and feminist scholar
Griselda Pollock similarly points out:

The capacity of feminism to transform us and our world is as yet
unrealized, even after almost two hundred years of effective social
and political struggle, and half a century of intellectual work in both
theory and creative activity.18

There has been significant work done recently on archiving the oral testimony
of Greenham women by the Greenham Women Everywhere project. Jointly
established by Rebecca Morden of Scary Little Girls and Kate Kerrow of The Heroine
Collective, the project received Heritage Lottery funding in 2018 to interview nearly
one hundred women.19 Their work has been to create greater public access to ‘a hugely
important piece of feminist heritage’. Rebecca Morden has travelled the UK with a
mobile Greenham Women Everywhere exhibition (see Figure 11), and has organised a
fortieth anniversary march from Cardiff to Greenham that follows the route of the
original Women For Life on Earth march in 1981.20
I am grateful to Dr Alexandra Kokoli for sharing her research with me on the
GCWPC, on RAGE, on the ‘craft-based DIY interventions’ made and displayed on the
fence and on the exhibitions of artworks inspired by the peace camp.21 Kokoli

17

QC Helena Kennedy interviewed by Mandy Rhodes in Holyrood magazine, 2 March 2021. Available at
<https://www.holyrood.com/inside-politics/view,love-and-hate-helena-kennedy-on-the-fight-againstmisogyny> [Accessed 29 July 2021]. Kennedy’s Eve Was Framed was first published in 1992.
18
Pollock, G. ‘Action, Activism, and Art and/as Thought: A Dialogue with the Artworking of Sonia
Khurana and Sutapa Biswas and the Political Theory of Hannah Arendt’, in e-flux journal 92 (June 2018).
Available at <https://www.e-flux.com/journal/92/204726/action-activism-and-art-and-as-thought-adialogue-with-the-artworking-of-sonia-khurana-and-sutapa-biswas-and-the-political-theory-ofhannah-arendt/> [Accessed 26 July 2021].
19
See: <https://greenhamwomeneverywhere.co.uk/> [Accessed 7 September 2021}
20
For podcasts marking each stage of the anniversary march, see:
<https://open.spotify.com/show/4tQDT2VrMZHl9AsxKYdXoX> [Accessed 7 September 2021].
21
See: Kokoli, A. (2020). ‘Dying to Live; Bad Endings and the Afterlives of Greenham Common’, Feminist
Art Activisms and Artivisms, 1st ed., ed. Katy Deepwell. Amsterdam: Valiz, p.142. Dr Kokoli reminded me
of the local anti-protester group RAGE (Ratepayers Against Greenham Encampments), an organisation
vehemently opposed to the GCWPC. Its leader, George Meyer, donated his papers to the Imperial War
Museum. Some of his papers are also held in the Women’s Library Collections at the LSE.
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Figure 11. Pop-up exhibition of Greenham Women Everywhere project in lecture theatre foyer
of Goldsmiths, University of London, 2019. The co-founder of the project, Rebecca Morden,
can be seen invigilating. (© Liz Murray)
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recognises Greenham as an increasingly important example of British feminist
heritage that fits within Griselda Pollock’s analysis of a virtual feminist museum when
‘viewed through the lens of feminist intergenerational transmission’.22
Artists whose work has informed and fed this research are Manuela
Zechner (The Future Archive, 2005-ongoing), Katie Patterson (Future Library, 20142114), Zanele Muholi (Faces and Phases, 2006-2014), Ellen Lesperance (Woman II (She
Stormed the Compound singing: ‘Old and Strong, She goes On and On, On and On. You
Can’t Kill the Spirit, She is Like a Mountain’, 2013), Jeremy Deller (The Battle of
Orgreave, 2001), Minna Haukka and Kristin Luke (The Mobile Feminist Library: In
Words, In Action, In Connection, 2021), amongst others. I will discuss several of these
works in detail within the sections Binder and Gift.

Talking-Back (two methods)
The research uses two methods: autobiography and nomination. In the first
method, my own experience of having been a peace camp participant is the basis for,
and forms an important part of, the proposition and analysis of this research. In the
second method, I nominate the peace camp as an artwork through writing.
Autobiography as a method sits within the realm of ‘autotheory’ as a mode of
feminist scholarship that interweaves autobiography, subjectivity, philosophy and
theory.23 It is a feminist strategy that presses against the solidity of histories in order to
poke through to and uncover alternative accounts, other ‘herstories’.24 These
herstories are not ‘official’ histories; they resist the authorised account from the
prevailing hegemony. I use my own archive of materials to generate new responses
both in the studio and through writing. These responses include autobiographical
stories, correspondences, archival material and the iterative refractive practice in my
studio that sets up a dialogue between past and present. I use these to explore how
22

Ibid., p.143.
See Fournier, L. (2021). Autotheory as Feminist Practice in Art, Writing and Criticism. Boston: MIT
Press. Included within this ‘autotheory’ mode are Maggie Nelson’s Argonauts and Beatriz Preciado’s
Testo-Junkie.
24
Feminist critique of historiography, which reverses the perspective of ‘his story’ to ‘her story’ to
present a woman’s point of view. The term was first used by Robin Morgan in Sisterhood Is Powerful: An
Anthology of Writings from the Women’s Liberation Movement, New York: Vintage, 1970.
23
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folding these elements into practice, history and politics can be shared as knowledge
in a process of ‘talking-back’. I use this phrase as it carries connotations of resistance
and defiance, of speaking back to and at authority. It is a method for destabilising
hierarchies as the position of who is talking to what changes.25
How this works in practice – in the studio – sees materials answering me back,
behaving in ways I don’t always control; my archive speaks back to misremembered
events and informs the artwork; objects chatter; and I correspond with myself from
present to past through the making of objects and the writing of letters. There is a
reflexivity that occurs between me (artist), materials (documents, images, raw
materials) and the art object (artwork) that is constantly shifting backwards and
forwards. I work with materials that contain knowledge, resonance, associations,
limits and language. This is an existential condition rather than a poetic one: clay
develops plasticity when wet, brittleness when dry; newspaper articles have content
imprinted upon a surface that yellows and becomes frail with age; an object unmoored
from its normal function appears strange and unfamiliar.
Allowing this correspondence to take place relies on the artist letting go of
expectations about what materials should do and what an artwork should look like.
This openness between artist, materials and artwork is a position diametrically
opposed to the displaced memory attached to the non-viewed videotape. One method
is open to debate, the other closes it down. For this artmaking method to work, it
relies on flexibility and a willingness to listen. Waiting for an artwork to reveal itself
takes time. Sometimes this is simply about being patient, and the revelation often
comes when I have been looking elsewhere and least expect it. At these moments, the
work in the studio hits me with the force of treading on a garden rake and being

25

In 2019 the Department of Gender Studies at the LSE commemorated thirty years of intersectionality
with a day-long series of interventions which concluded with a public lecture given by Professor
Kimberlé Crenshaw, who first introduced the term. I was lucky to be part of the audience of Thirty
Years of Theorizing Justice: Intersectionality, Critical Race Theory, and Contemporary Challenges, and I
was particularly struck by a term that Crenshaw used to describe her upbringing and education:
‘backchat’, a term of cheeky or defiant reply to a figure of authority. Not everyone in the audience
agreed with Crenshaw’s views; see <https://www.lse.ac.uk/gender/news/jan-2019/Anti-feminism-andcollective-response> [Accessed 28 August 2021].
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Figure 12. Liz Murray, The Studio Assistant (2019). Found object, paint, 128 x 33 x 10 cm.
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smacked in the face, an experience full of comedy and pain. Unexpected and valuable,
these exchanges demonstrate that materials, documents and artwork find a means to
make themselves heard. The long-awaited video footage was a rake-in-the-face
moment that served as a reminder that the past, if not a foreign land, has moveable
boundaries.
As a research project led by the activities inherent in art practice, there is a
folding in and looping out between all the components and actions – of thinking,
making, reading, writing. Storytelling is intrinsic to this project as a method of
engaging with feminist histories, narratives, events and artwork. It is an intersectional,
‘backchatting’ methodology. I was a participant in the protests at Greenham, staying
at the camp when bodies were needed for blockading gates, resisting bailiffs or
committing acts of criminal damage to military property. Thus, my ‘being there’ is
critical to this project’s method of corresponding with the past, revisiting archives and
allowing artwork to ‘speak back’ and inform the content.
For clarification, there are two forms of artwork in this research: my own
practice (some examples of which are seen in this thesis) and the protest-as-artwork
that comes into being through this thesis. My artwork is not protest (in the sense of
bodies or boots on the ground) but points to and speaks to the other artwork.
The second method – nomination – is central to the thesis in that it reframes a
feminist protest as an artwork. I argue that doing this and claiming the authority to do
so is a performance of resistance that activates art to expand the language of politics
and questions how politics can assume the qualities of art. My ambition for this
activation is not to lamely speak a poetics to power, as if that is all that art might do,
but to enable a social change – a raising of consciousness – through exposing the
sociopolitical structures that create and sustain discrimination against women.
Ambitious though this might seem, I believe that art becomes critical when it reveals
the structures and limits of hegemonic practices. In an essay on artistic activism,
Chantal Mouffe argues for an agonistic approach that resists the status quo. She
writes:
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Figure 13. Flyer from the GCWPC commemorating the ‘Rainbow Dragon’s
Feast’ of 25 June 1983. (From author’s GCWPC archive)
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According to the agonistic approach, critical art is art that foments dissensus,
that makes visible what the dominant consensus tends to obscure and
obliterate. It is constituted by a manifold of artistic practices aiming at giving a
voice to all those who are silenced within the framework of the existing
hegemony.26

Mouffe concludes that ‘It would be a serious mistake to believe that artistic
activism could, on its own, bring about the end of neoliberal hegemony.’ Bringing
about social change that recognises power relations and gender violence and ends
discrimination against women might not topple the neoliberal hegemony, but it would
result in a fairer future for all women. In a move that is collective and feminist – in bell
hooks’ terms of feminism as ‘the movement to end sexism, sexual exploitation, and
sexual oppression’ – I will return to how the research addresses this ambition in the
concluding chapter.27
Nomination is, therefore, an action that proposes, one that becomes ‘live’
through the writing process. It is a power relation: a nominee can only become the
thing it is nominated for if the nominator puts it forward. For the nominator to put
someone or something forward, the nominee must be capable of being nominated.
Both nominator and nominee are in a shared field of knowledge, expertise and being.
Within that ‘field’ there is a necessity or desire to bring to wider public attention the
activities, knowledges and research generated from this sphere. It is a political action
that raises awareness of what is being endorsed and where that endorsement is made
from (the institution). The nominee gains opportunity (some power) from the
endorsement, which is only fully realised (most power) once the nomination is agreed
by a majority. At this point, the nominee becomes more powerful than the nominator.
Repositioning the balance of power is a critical moment for nominee and nominator.

26

Mouffe, C. Artistic Activism and Agonistic Spaces. Art and Research: A Journal of Ideas, Contexts, and
Methods, Vol. 1, No. 2, Summer 2007. Available at:
<http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/v1n2/mouffe.html#_ftn3> [Accessed 4 March 2020].
27
hooks, b. (2000). Feminist Theory: From Margin to Centre. London: Pluto Press, p. 33.
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Figure 14. Liz Murray, Proposition #1 (Gay Bar) (2019). Wood, paint, flashing LED lights, 190 x
50 x 30 cm.
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This exchange begins with the nominator having more power or competency
than the nominee, a requirement that is critical to enact nomination. The nominator
has the authority to decide who or what becomes nominated. The nominator is
authoritarian. At some point in the past, we might assume that the nominator was
itself a nominee. The nominator knows that at some point in the future it will lose the
position of power it holds in relation to the nominee. This is a potentially challenging
condition for the status of the nominator, as it destroys its authority in the act of
doing what it is named to do. After a period of scrutiny, the nominator becomes
invisible.
The legitimacy of a nominator requires reciprocal recognition by other
members of the institution or field of knowledge. For a nomination to have meaning,
its claim (of authority) must be recognised. A nominator is, for the duration of its
tenure, behaving like a sovereign. If sovereignty is conditional on a social contract, for
example, the nominator is bound by those rules to work for the good of the
institution. What if the nominator identifies with a non-sovereign community that
acts, thinks and behaves autonomously, like nation states or artists?
Before addressing the question of autonomy, I want to clarify why I am using
‘nomination’ rather than ‘proposition’ or ‘delegation’. Proposition is a suggestion, a bid
for placement. Whereas nomination is an authoritarian position, proposition is a form
of haggling. From it there dangles a what if question. What if we were to place a
flashing sign that reads ‘GAY BAR’ inside an academic institution? Will that make it a
venue for gay people? What happens to the students who aren’t gay? Do they become
gay by association? Does the institution benefit from appropriating the mantle of
queerness and make hay with the gays? What if everything that the GCWPC was and
is can be enfolded into an artwork? What then?
Figures 12, 14 and 15 show examples of my practice that demonstrate the use of
appropriation, reification and nomination. Figure 15 was made after I met Professor
Hiroshi Ishiguro at the Department of Systems Innovation at Osaka University in 2016.
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Figure 15. Liz Murray, Still Life (Professor Ishiguro) (2016). C-type photographic print, 29.7 x
19.8 cm.
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Ishiguro is best known for his work on developing cognitive humanoid robots.28 He
has built a replica of himself – an android clone – which he uses to present lectures
on intelligent robotics in his absence. Professor Ishiguro, who always dresses in
Johnny Cash-like black, comes across as marginally more human-looking than his
doppelgänger. Thinking of how Ishiguro had appointed an object as his ‘other’, on
returning to my hotel room I appropriated this banana as the professor.
As this thesis makes an artwork of a protest through speaking it into being via
nomination, it is helpful to site these sculptural works alongside the text for context.
Their relationship to the writing is at a slant. They are real objects that exist in the
world, whereas the thesis that proposes Greenham as an artwork is, for now at least, in
text form. What both objects and theoretical objects share is a potential for further
engagement, either as exhibition or publication.
To demonstrate how this haggling works, let us look at the work in Figure 13.
An artwork calls into question the space in which it is situated, presenting the
possibility of another space (political, imaginary, queer). As if to evade detection, it
slips into the space bearing the same font used by the institution for signage. It
negotiates and redirects, a signifier that resists the reification of the social relations
that surrounds it. I would argue that Proposition #1 (Gay Bar) (2019), signing ‘GAY
BAR’ as it does, changes the space of the academy (in this instance, the RCA); it stops
the art college or university (the reified object) from being itself. The artwork
performs a doubling of space by being present as a three-dimensional object and
occupying the logic of the institution. It (the artwork) disappears while simultaneously
taking over the place of the academy. In a sense, this is an example of an artwork
performing a sit-in, a resistance against, or a deterritorialisation of, the institution.

28

Repliee Q1expo is a humanoid robot that resembles a Japanese woman in her thirties. Ishiguro
believes that people respond better to human-like robots. He writes in an interview with Tim Hornyak
for Scientific American in 2006: ‘Appearance is very important to have better interpersonal relationships
with a robot. Robots are information media, especially humanoid robots. Their main role in our future
is to interact naturally with people.’ See: <https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/androidscience/> [Accessed 10 September 2021].
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Figure 16. Ponies grazing on Greenham Common near the former site of the eastern runway,
26 July 2018. (© Liz Murray)
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The artwork is neither an intervention nor a delegate. Delegation has
connotations of conference centres and name-tagged, lanyard-wearing supplicants, as
well as connotations of passing on duties to others, whether technological or
parliamentary. There is a donation of power to an object that is conditional and
retractable. Authority remains at a higher level than that of the delegate. I would
argue that the power of a nominator is not donated but appointed, even though that
power is eventually transferred to the nominee.
Proposing a some-thing or some-one has aspects of endorsement or support
which, like delegation, lack the authority of nomination. The etymological root of
‘authority’ – auctoritas – means origination or promotion and it shares those origins
with ‘author’ (auctor). In making a nominative action ‘live’ through the writing
process, this thesis platforms the proposition and I myself author the writing. I will
return to the question of authorship and with it the issue of ownership, permission
and autonomy shortly.
To nominate is an action in the present that offers a change of state in the
future. This is a promise to power and, at the instant of nomination, causes
movement. Nomination is about a state of ‘now’ and an implied desire to move from
that moment. It suggests a motion towards something, a becoming. Like a
proposition, it implies future action for change of the status quo. Unlike appropriation
– in the Duchampian sense of a taking a readymade object as artwork – this research is
not using a found object. For Greenham is, in a way, an unfound object; one that is
neither finished nor complete. I am reframing Greenham as an artwork as a strategy
for effectively reclaiming and reactivating this key, queer, radical event of feminist
politics for a future audience. Doing so raises questions about the scope of art – what
it can and cannot test, what claims it can and can’t make. By comparison, the once
radical anti-art manifestos of the Dadaists and Marcel Duchamp’s readymades seem
tamed by their placement in the canon of art history, especially now through a postcolonial lens and within the auratic space of the museum or gallery. Socially and
politically engaged practices can be framed as ‘useful’ in that they raise audience
awareness by smuggling politics into the gallery or museum.
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Figure 17. Still from digitised Sony Helical Scan videotape shot at Yellow Gate, Greenham
Common Women’s Peace Camp, in 1983. The image shows a large sign next to a bender
indicating ‘NO TRUCKS THROUGH LOUNGE’.
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In assuming agency – of appointing myself as an authority to nominate a
protest – I share this strategy with Hayley Newman’s declaring herself ‘Self-appointed
Artist in Residence of the City of London’, a role lasting for a day and chronicled in her
book Common.2 9 For Newman, the act of self-appointment freed her of any
interference from the City’s financial institutions and gave her independence to report
her ‘findings’. It is also a tactic that was widely used at Greenham, always with
humour. A patch of muddy ground would be nominated ‘The Lounge’. A polytunnel
on pallets would be named ‘The Ritz’. My self-appointment is not as an artist in
residence; the ‘residency’ at the camp was plural, multiple, collective. In appointing
myself as proposer, I speak with – not for – the thousands of women that took part in
this long protest. Greenham did not have a single author, and I am mindful that in
proposing this nomination I do so as a fragment of that collective political movement.
In this spirit, it could be said that in writing this thesis I am writing with others.
Indeed, all writing, it could be argued, is never the mental activity of a single author.
To put these words and ideas together, I have relied on the input of many others.
I am aware that in this year marking the fortieth anniversary of the camp’s
inception, many younger women may be unaware of its history or cultural importance.
This project is dedicated to them.

Section overview
The thesis is structured in three parts (Binder, Gift and Correspondence), with
an appendix that includes a sample of fifty images of archival material that relate to,
and extend from, the GCWPC.
The first section, Binder, gives a summary of how the peace camp was
established and describes the political landscape at the time. It examines how protest
is documented, archived, remembered and accessed. It is illustrated with examples
from my own archive of material from the peace camp. As a visual resource, it

29

Responding to a demonstration by NHS staff to cuts in the health service, during which a City of
London worker was overheard to comment that ‘they should be water-cannoned’, in 2011 Hayley
Newman went undercover as a Self-appointed Artist in Residence of the City of London. See Hayley
Newman, Common (Ventnor: Copy Press, 2013), pp. 9-11.
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supports the aim of the research in reactivating a radical feminist politics for a new
audience. Some of the images in this section have not been published before.
Gift draws together contemporary thinking on commons, collectives, gifts and
givenness in relation to the protest and to artworks and their potentially shared
attributes. It seems timely to look at the importance of the non-hierarchical, feminist
structures that existed at Greenham in the light of debates around climate change,
biodiversity loss and the ongoing inequalities that still exist. It includes another story
– an account of a material gesture that is returned through time by an artwork
The enfolded relation between practice and its articulation is demonstrated in
Correspondence, a series of letters written from the present by me to my younger self
that appear throughout the thesis. They focus on stories and events in the past that
inform critical aspects of the event-as-artwork. This method of writing back to an
imagined younger self has parallels with the Future Archive project, established by
artist Manuela Zechner in 2005. In Zechner’s project, interviews are conducted which
are set in a ‘desirable’ future some two or three decades from now and in which the
participants imagine themselves looking back at the present day. The recordings of
these encounters track the desires and imaginary futures of life on the planet. In the
project blog, Zechner writes of her method as follows:
The interview method still has the power to liberate ideas, open
perspectives and make tendencies explicit. But the tenor of the future is
a dark and thin one, a fearful dim shimmer on the horizon. The future
archive registers this shift in tenor. My interview style and questions
reflect the flipping of neoliberalism from bubble times into dark ages, in
Europe notably. The answers and practices of my interviewees too
reflect the search for other horizons.30

My own correspondences through time query the fixity of memory and connect
events within the main body of text. Correspondence travels between a past and
present life and addresses the hooks and hitches that memory snags itself upon. And

30

See: <https://thefuturearchiveblog.wordpress.com/about-2/> [Accessed 9 September 2020].
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whilst these letters are not yet answered, they are available to a hoped-for readership
from a new generation of feminists.
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Figure 18. Newspaper cutting showing headline ‘Peace Women Daub Spy Plane’, The Standard,
25 July 1983. (From author’s GCWPC archive)
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Section 2: BINDER, or an Embarrassment of Archives

This section looks at archives from a feminist and queer perspective. It includes
a selection of materials that I have collected in connection with the GCWPC between
1982 and 1985, along with two relevant exhibitions that I review for their relationship
to archives. I use an analysis of these exhibitions to consider how archives can bind
themselves to the identities of their makers. This chapter also serves to explore how
archives may be employed to keep feminist history active and relevant.
In my practice, I use the archive to provoke material responses to the
knowledge it contains. I will introduce two such works (Black Matters, 2017, and The
Bohemians, 2010-2012) and discuss them in relation to the two exhibitions under
review.
Focusing specifically on a women-only peace movement which produced and
continues to generate disparate materials and records of lived experiences, the focus
here is on how the GCWPC might best be represented in the sense of being kept ‘alive’
for new feminists to come.31
The first story in the introduction to this thesis proposes that embarrassment
can feature in the forming of such an archive. As a former Greenham woman, I bring
my own stories and memories from that time into this research. Some of these are
embarrassing in that they register lapses in judgement, behaviour and taste. There are
issues of fitting into normative society. Memory can slip, fail or be plain faulty. Yet
stories and oral testimony can also provide a subjective colouring and empathetic
understanding for past events that a newspaper cutting or a national archive may

31

The London School of Economics (LSE) holds the Women’s Library Collection of materials that
document the campaign for women’s rights and equality. The collection dates from the late nineteenth
century to the present day and includes archives from the GCWPC as well as the Women’s Suffrage
Petition of 1866. See: <https://www.lse.ac.uk/library/collection-highlights/The-Womens-Library>
[Accessed 4 April 2021]. As cited in the introduction, the Greenham Women Everywhere project has
interviewed and made accessible testimonies from nearly one hundred former Greenham women since
2018.
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Figure 19. Two cardboard folders containing the author’s archive of GCWPC materials, 19821985.
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not.32 Memories, then, are archivable too.33
I begin with a description of how my collection of Greenham ‘stuff’
accumulated, followed by a brief background on the peace camp in Herstory and the
change in socioeconomic conditions since the peace camp’s establishment in History.

Bindings
In a filing cabinet inside my studio there are two dog-eared document folders.
The blue-grey card binders have faded to yellowy green at the top where the sun has
bleached them as they rested on various bookcases and shelves. Both still bulge with
newspaper cuttings, images from colour magazines, flyers, song sheets and
photocopied newsletters. Along with the folders is an Ilford black-and-white print box,
a series of small colour images, some Press Association photographs, a glassine sheet
holding strips of negatives, a contact sheet, a sketchbook started in 1983 and a Sony
high-density videotape for helical scan videotape recorders. Together they comprise
my GCWPC archive. Not that I ever call it that. They are just documents which I have
been unwilling to part with. They have moved with me over the past thirty-seven
years, through attic-room squats, short-life housing co-ops, into the homes of others
and my own. Many cherished items of mine have been lost or thrown out over the
decades, but these stubborn relics remain. Since I have carried this personal archive
with me for so long, I am now curious as to why. It has remained largely unsorted,
unshared and unseen by anyone else. There are many more comprehensive, publicly
available and accessible archives relating to the GCWPC, so why keep this one, unless
it matters in ways I have yet to acknowledge. What binds it to me? To explain how
these materials have resisted the bin bag requires a recap of how they began to be
assembled. And, in reviewing this personal history, it reveals a younger self in transit.

32

For comparison, check out the National Archives online catalogue for materials relating to Greenham
Common: <https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/> [Accessed 8 September 2021].
33
For an interesting discussion in September 2020 around objective materials and subjective
testimonies between the archivists at the LSE and Greenham Women Everywhere founders Rebecca
Mordern and Kate Kerrow, see:
<https://richmedia.lse.ac.uk/library/20200922_canWeArchiveMemories.mp4> [Accessed 1 June 2021).
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Figure 20. Press Association B&W photographic print dated 15 November 1983. On verso,
‘Tarpaulin-Covered Cases Transported at Greenham: a US Galaxy transporter aircraft landed
today at Greenham Common airbase bringing screams and tears from women peace protestors
who ran to the end of the runway to watch it land. The plane then unloaded a cargo the same
size and shape as the cruise missiles on the Starlifter yesterday and the tarpaulin-covered
cases were taken by low loader to the bomb-proof silos.’
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In 1982, as a second-year undergraduate art student, I became active in an antinuclear movement against the siting of American cruise missiles in the UK. My first
visit to the Greenham Common USAF base was for a mass protest. Thousands of
women took part in nonviolent demonstrations against the siting of nuclear cruise
missiles. It was an extraordinary event to be part of – there was a wild, positive energy
and a shared sense of purpose, care and community. I decided to stay on for the
weekend despite not having a sleeping bag or appropriate clothing. I was both
liberated by and hooked to the politics and potency of all-women gatherings. How I
managed to stay on despite the cold and damp conditions will appear as a story in Gift.
At weekends, I shuttled between London and Newbury, joining the permanent
camp women to swell numbers for protests or ‘actions’. Back in London, I would
receive regular newsletters from a network of activists spanning CND, the Green Party,
Women for Life on Earth, the Ecology Party, Greenham Women Against Cruise and
regional GCWPC support groups. These leaflets were kept by me both as a reminder of
upcoming actions and, when copied and pinned up on college notice boards, as an
urgent means to gather support and bodies on the front line. In my student bedsit, I
pored over Guardian articles on cruise missiles and the peace camp. Cutting sections
of press and filing newsletters from the camp seemed a way to make sense of the
disjuncture between the experience of protesting and its reporting in the media, and
of being split between the roles of student and activist. The collection grew fatter until
a time was reached when no more was added. The papers stayed in their folders; the
covers paled as they lay on dusty shelves along with the casing of the videocassette.
Over all these intervening years, the dormant material has been carried, waiting ticklike for the moment to fasten itself to a living body for reinvigoration and restitution.
I better understand now how important it was for me then to keep a record of
my activism at that time. The folders kept my identity together in one place as a gay
woman peace protester. My bindings were to the radical feminist women and
ideologies that the peace camp at Greenham encompassed. Outside of those
cardboard covers, I was different things to different people. At art school, I was one of
very few ‘out’ lesbians, and whilst many of my colleagues at art school supported my
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Figure 21. Press Association B&W photographic print dated 15 November 1983. On verso,
‘Cruise Watch by Military: More cruise missile equipment is unloaded under guard at the
Greenham Common missile base in Berkshire today.’
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anti-nuclear cause, it felt a less inclusive community than the peace camp and the
women living there.34 My schoolfriends, with some of whom I had tested out
communal living in kibbutzim and cooperatives, were supportive of my politics but
were busy getting on with starting families. My own family knew of my involvement at
Greenham but were appalled by the prospect of my being arrested and by my being
attracted to other women. For me, it was embarrassing to be a child of immigrants
who had thoroughly bought into the Thatcherite self-made small-business-person
model. Worse, they voted Conservative.
Whereas families archive their communality, genetic similarities and
connections through photograph albums, my composition of a network of shared
affiliations took place in those cardboard folders. Looking back through these
increasingly brittle, fragile materials today is to trace my own involvement at specific
demonstrations and to see the fracture lines and disagreements that any political
organisation can encounter. Women living at the camp often took exception to
decisions made by the London office of Greenham Women Against Cruise or other
local groups that supported that camp. Some women from the original Women for
Life on Earth march disagreed with the increasing number of lesbian-separatists
making their home at the camp.35 If I finally sorted my Greenham family archive
collection into date order, it would perhaps resemble Leanne Shapton’s Important
Artifacts and Personal Property from the Collection of Lenore Doolan and Harold
Morris, Including Books, Street Fashion, and Jewelry, which charts the life of a
relationship through a catalogue of artefacts.36

34

Camberwell School of Arts and Crafts, where I studied BA (Hons.) Painting, organised a college-wide
whip-round to pay my court fines in 1984.
35
Ann Pettitt describes her feelings about the changing nature of women protesters at Greenham in her
2006 book Walking to Greenham: How the Peace-Camp Began and the Cold War Ended. Dinas Powys:
Honno. See also: <https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/greenham_4013jsp/> [Accessed 8 September
2021].
36
Shapton, L. (2009). Important Artifacts and Personal Property from the Collection of Lenore Doolan
and Harold Morris, Including Books, Street Fashion, and Jewelry. London: Bloomsbury.
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Figure 22. Double-sided flyer from Greenham Women Against Cruise ‘State of Emergency’
following the arrival of cruise missiles. (From author’s GCWPC archive)
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Herstory
The GCWPC was established in September 1981 at the entrance gate to the
USAF base at Greenham Common in Berkshire when a group of forty or so women
peace campaigners marched 110 miles from Cardiff to Newbury under the banner
Women for Life on Earth. The women from southwest Wales were protesting at the
decision of the British government, led by Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, to allow
US ground-launched cruise missiles armed with nuclear warheads to be located there.
The context of this decision was the increasingly hostile relationship between the
West, led by Ronald Reagan in Washington, and the Soviet Union, a confrontation
that led to a proliferation of nuclear warheads on both sides.37 In the UK there was
considerable anxiety about the threat of nuclear war, and the placement of US missiles
added to this unease. The UK government’s response to civilian anxiety was to
produce a series of booklets, TV ads and pamphlets between 1974 and 1980. The
Protect and Survive campaign told the public how to make their homes and their
families as safe as possible in the event of a nuclear attack.38
The march took ten days, and by the time the women had arrived at the airbase
in Berkshire there was no media presence to record the event. Just prior to their
arrival, several of the women had discussed the tactic of chaining themselves to the
fence so that their demands for news coverage, including a televised debate with the
Secretary of State for Defence, would be met. Early on the morning of 5 September, in
a gesture referencing the protest tactics of the suffragettes, four women symbolically
chained themselves to the perimeter fence. Ann Pettitt, one of the original instigators
of the march, recalled:

37

This was in spite of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) established in March 1970 between
190 states that were subdivided into categories of nuclear weapons states (NWS) and non-nuclear
weapons states (NNWS). In 1987 the USA and the Soviet Union did begin talks in earnest to reduce the
number of nuclear warheads held by each side (Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty; INF). This
eventually led to the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) of 1991. For more on the timeline of the
arms race, see: <https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/Timeline-of-the-Treaty-on-the-NonProliferation-of-Nuclear-Weapons-NPT> [Accessed 14 September 2021].
38
For an example of the public information films produced, see:
<https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/films/1964to1979/filmpage_warnings.htm> [Accessed 9
September 2021].
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Figure 23. Still from digitised Sony Helical Scan videotape shot at Yellow Gate in 1983 showing
a large bender to the side of the roadway leading into the airbase. This is now the site of the
GCWPC memorial.
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The idea was to grab the headlines, but it was completely ignored.
When we got there some women chained themselves to the gates
but that was ignored as well. We had to sort of stick around and
that turned into the peace camp that carried on for years.39

When the requested meeting failed to materialise, the women simply set up camp and
stayed. The following day local supporters arrived with provisions, firewood and
camping equipment. The camp was born.40
Word of the women’s anti-nuclear protest spread, which, pre-internet and
social media, was largely achieved via chain letter and word of mouth. In the course of
the next few years, the initial encampment expanded to nine camps, one at each of the
access gates around the perimeter fence. These were named after the colours of the
rainbow and were critical observation points for monitoring and responding to activity
within the base. An early decision was made to keep the protest women-only and to
liaise only with women representatives of the authorities or media. This unusual
precedent made it a focal point for the British women’s movement during the 1980s.
Gendering the peace camp was ideologically and practically important, both as
a model of a non-hierarchical, non-patriarchal societal structure and in the initial
belief that police violence towards a women-only protest would be lessened. It would
be interesting to speculate on how a peace camp set up along these gender lines in the
present might appear given contemporary redefinitions of what the category of
‘woman’ means. I will return to this point in the conclusion and suggest some
directions that further research might take.
The Greenham women were protesting against state violence that would harm
generations to come. Ideologically, they refused to employ the same methods or tools
as the military and chose to use nonviolent direct action (NVDA). Bodies became
barriers as women would lie down and go limp. Many press images from protests at

39

See: <https://www.thenational.wales/news/19527572.greenham-common-peace-march-40thanniversary/> [Accessed 9 September 2021].
40
For more detail on the background to the Women for Life on Earth march, see Pettitt (2006).
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Figure 24. Double-sided flyer from the London office of Greenham Women Against Cruise
(Nd). (From author’s GCWPC archive)
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the camp show a sea of female bodies with pairs of policemen attempting to remove
the deadweight figures. NVDA as a tactic of resistance was realised in many ways, but
was primarily used as a technique for slowing, stopping or interfering with the day-today running of the airbase and, later, the construction of silos designed to store
nuclear warheads.
Greenham women were from socially diverse backgrounds, classes, ages,
ethnicities and sexualities, as well as religious and political beliefs. This spectrum of
diversity was critical in demonstrating a broad feminist opposition to nuclear
weapons. However, whilst the immediate focus was on the deployment of cruise
missiles, the camps were also an embodiment of resistance to all forms of domination,
including militarism, environmental destruction, species extinction, patriarchy,
familial structures and gender stereotypes. Women living together outdoors – in tents,
under polythene sheets or survival blankets, and outside of domestic family
arrangements – was transgressive, an existential challenge to the patriarchal order of
British society at large. Greenham was a place of protest and a non-normative queer
space that gathered lesbians and those who rejected conventional stereotypes of
womanhood.
For the British government, the camp was initially useful in
demonstrating to the world’s media that the UK was a democracy that permitted
peaceful protest. Whilst doing this, however, the government was simultaneously
finding ways to undermine the credibility of the women involved. Alongside
accusations of uncleanliness, another tactic employed by both the government and the
media to discredit the women and distance them from ‘normal’ society was a focus on
their cohabitation in a women-only space. In a bid to ‘strip away the aura of
martyrdom’, accusations of deviance – including lesbianism, communism,
promiscuity, breast-feeding in public, madness and hysteria – were frequently made in
the mainstream media and elsewhere. Because they were threatening the
heteronormative social order, the Greenham women were often subjected to hostile
attacks, both verbal and physical, from squaddies, local residents and vigilantes.
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Figure 25. Sequence of five colour photographs showing a section of the perimeter fence being
torn down by peace women, circa late 1983. The bolt-cutters used were known by the code
‘black cardigans’ to avoid detection by the security forces, which were reportedly tapping the
support women’s telephones. (Image 1 of 5)
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Figure 26. (Image 2 of 5)
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Figure 27. (Image 3 of 5)
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Figure 28. (Image 4 of 5)
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Figure 29. (Image 5 of 5)
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In the six years between the setting up of the camps and the signing of the
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty by the American and Soviet leaders,
which led to the removal of the cruise missiles from the UK, Greenham was a site of
many protests and demonstrations. One of the largest took place in December 1983,
when over 50,000 women linked hands around the nine-mile perimeter fence. This
and many other, smaller, actions were performative, anarchic and often quite silly – an
‘Easter bunnies’ invasion of the base, dancing on the missile silos and outbreaks of
singing at the appearance of any paternalistic authority figure. All these were
techniques of critiquing and mocking the military. These refusals to accept the order
of things extended to actions in local magistrate’s courts and the House of Commons.
Whether large or small, the demonstrations possessed the qualities of an ‘event’, in the
sense of a tear or rupture in the social fabric. Events at Greenham were a declaration
that another world was possible.
The Greenham women transgressed both the geographic and ideological
boundaries of gender and propriety. In their relocation of ‘home’ to a piece of open,
often muddy, common ground, the women visibly challenged establishment values of
order. The power and the politics, both literally and metaphorically, were on the other
side of the fence. By presenting the image of women in their everyday existence at the
camp – women living together in public, carrying out the usual tasks of eating,
defecating, menstruating, raising children, in the open – the normative relationship
between place and order was ruptured.

History
The establishment of the women’s peace camp and the adoption of
neoliberalist thinking (as seen in the pro-market policies of Margaret Thatcher and
Ronald Reagan) roughly coincided. One was built on a non-hierarchical structure that
rejected leadership and encouraged collectivity, whilst the other encouraged
competition, deregulation and the dismantling of the welfare state. In his book A Brief
History of Neoliberalism, David Harvey defines neoliberalism as:
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Figure 30. Handwritten and photocopied chain letter from the GCWPC to raise awareness of
the visit to Newbury District Council Offices by the then Secretary of State for Defence,
Michael Heseltine. The letter asked for women supporters to dress up as snakes, which they
duly did; around a hundred ‘snakes’ broke into the airbase on 7 February 1983.
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A theory of political economic practices proposing that human wellbeing can best be advanced by the maximization
of entrepreneurial freedoms within an institutional framework
characterized by private property rights, individual liberty,
unencumbered markets, and free trade.41
In these conditions, the role of the state is to protect these assumed rights.
During the 1980s, Thatcher’s government did much to wreck the rights of workers, sell
off state-owned industries to private interests and to shape society in the image of the
self-made entrepreneur. The GCWPC was antithetical to these values. It existed in a
climate where accusations of communism, lesbianism and anarchism at the camp
were rife, spread by the media and also by cabinet ministers.42
The all-pervasive political and economic effects of neoliberalism during the
past four decades have shaped not only the structure and order of society, but our
sense of self and history. The language and ideology of deregulated markets and
finance capitalism exhorts us to ‘be business-like’, to compete and continuously adapt.
This makes anything that runs counter to the neoliberal economic model untenable
and erodes any sense of political agency. As Henry Giroux observes:

The vocabulary of neoliberalism posits a false notion of freedom,
which it wraps in the mantle of individualism and choice, and in
doing so reduces all problems to private issues, suggesting that
whatever problems bear down on people, the only way to understand
them is through the restrictive lens of individual responsibility, character
and self-resilience. In this instance, the discourse of character
and personal responsibility becomes a smoke screen to prevent people
from connecting private troubles with larger social and systemic
considerations.43
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Harvey, D. (2007). Neoliberalism as Creative Destruction. The Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, 610, pp. 22-44. Available at: <http://www.jstor.org/stable/25097888>
[Accessed 2 June 2021].
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Released in 2013 by the National Archives, documents and memos between Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher and her cabinet minister Ian Gow (Lord Beloff) in December 1982 show a determined
campaign to discredit the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) and the GCWPC. Available at:
<https://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/122590> [Accessed 22 March 2019].
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‘Henry Giroux on the Rise of Neoliberalism’ (2015). Humanity & Society, 39(4), pp. 449–455.
Available at: <https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0160597615604985> [Accessed 31 May 2021].
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If competition is the only organising principle for human activity, it follows
that ‘better’ versions of history – ones that fit with a hegemonic narrative – will rise to
the top. A neoliberal society privileges the memories of the powerful. If we understand
archives not as sites of preservation or safeguarding but as temporally relational, links
to the present become plain. As Michel Foucault noted, ‘In our time, history is that
which transforms documents into monuments.’44 In understanding archiving as a
historiographic technology, this statement supports Derrida’s claim that ‘archivisation
produces as much as it records the event’.45 The archive, then, represents the present
moment through whatever and whoever is in power. What this means within a
patriarchal neoliberal society is that the ‘weakest’, often women, are systematically
excluded from archival holdings. An example of this is seen in the decline of feminist
cultural production towards the end of the 1980s; many of the flyers and posters
advertising actions at Greenham were produced by collectives of women-owned
publishing houses with an explicitly anti-economic rationale.46
Being selective, archives, like memory, can only represent fragments of what
has happened in the past. It is interesting to note the recent turn in undoing
inaccessible bodies of knowledge, such as the work of the Casco Art Institute in the
Netherlands and the resurgent interest in commons.47 This research explores this
development more closely in the final chapter, Gift.
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Foucault, M. (1972). The Archaeology of Knowledge and the Discourse on Language. New
York: Pantheon, p.7.
Available at: <https://monoskop.org/images/9/90/Foucault_Michel_Archaeology_of_Knowledge.pdf>
[Accessed 2 June 2021].
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Derrida. J. (1996). Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, trans. Eric Prenowitz. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, p. 17.
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Several different organisations supported the women’s peace camp and funded the printing of flyers
(CND, Spider Web, Rye Express, See Red). Many of the handwritten chain letters used to communicate
details of actions were printed on photostat machines (a precursor to photocopy technology).
47
Casco offers an open learning study space: ‘Unlearning Centre is a forthcoming year-long program
that will exist for anyone who is interested in a process of study-into-action about the interplay between
art and the commons. Key questions include: How can we build the cultural institutions we want? How
can arts and culture allow us to imagine and enact the commons? This program will emphasize
unlearning, as well as embodied and artistic knowledge, using Casco and its ecosystem as the whole
context where “unlearning” takes place. The program aims to equip participants with the ability to find
and create positions in the broader cultural and social field beyond traditional educational and cultural
institutions.’ See Casco’s website for more details: <https://casco.art/en/study/> [Accessed 18 June
2021].
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Figure 31. Newspaper cutting showing an editorial from the Guardian with photomontage by
Peter Kennard. Kennard was briefly a member of Artists Support Peace, which was reportedly
begun by Gustave Metzger, and the author was briefly a part of it (Nd). (From author’s
GCWPC archive)
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Archivists are, like curators, active agents in shaping our collective and
historical memories – how we remember cultural legacies. No record is neutral or
impartial, just as the archivist is never entirely objective. This is especially so when the
archive contains testimony that is remembered (subjective) rather than factual. The
appraisal, description and interface of items that are passed to archivists involve
making decisions on what is ‘worth’ remembering. Whilst there are international
principles relating to archiving – establishing provenance, original order, keeping
collections intact – the process of appraisal is a position of power. As Margaret
Hedstrom has observed, ‘appraisal can be both an exercise of power by archivists in
shaping social memory and an act of resistance by archivists against other powers that
wish to shape social memory for their own purposes.’48
My argument in this section is that archives are inherently political and can
absorb events and materials, especially contentious histories, without critique.
Increasingly problematic for me is the display of materials that are associated with
civil rights and protest movements within cultural institutions that rely increasingly
on funding from corporations with chequered ethical histories.49 To provide context
to the work or collection of objects on show can be logistically difficult; to include
everything that connects the time, circumstance and location that formed these
objects is impossible. And yet it is the work of a curatorial team, representing the
institution that hosts the archive, to do this in some part. This is now a major and
ongoing discussion in archiving circles, especially with regard to decolonisation.
Archivist and scholar Lae’l Hughes-Watkins writes:

When archivists and their institutions acknowledge the marginalization or
absence of the oppressed they must respond through establishing a reparative
48

Hedstrom, M. (2002). Archives, Memory, and Interfaces with the Past. Archival Science 2, pp. 21–43.
See <https://doi.org/10.1023/A:1020800828257> [Accessed 3 June 2021].
49
For example, BP at the Tate and Shell at the National Gallery. Frieze, the magazine responsible for
launching the art fair consortium, published a questionnaire in 2005 in which it asked, ‘How has art
changed?’. Artist Andrea Fraser responded with a withering critique of the ‘total corporatization and
marketization of the artistic field’ resulting in loss of autonomy of art and gallery programming
increasingly dictated by ticket sales. Fraser writes: ‘We are living through an historical tragedy: the
extinguishing of the field of art as a site of resistance to the logic, values and power of the market.’
Frieze, 2005. ‘How has art changed?’ Part two [online] available at:
<https://www.frieze.com/article/how-has-art-changed-part-two/> [Accessed 31 May 2021].
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Figure 32. Still from digitised Sony Helical Scan videotape shot at Yellow Gate in 1983 showing
a bulldozer turning off the main road into the airbase.
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archive that engenders inclusivity. Reparative archival work does not pretend
to ignore the imperialist, racist, homophobic, sexist, ableist, and other
discriminatory traditions of mainstream archives, but instead acknowledges
these failures and engages in conscious actions toward a wholeness that may
seem to be an exercise in futility but in actuality is an ethical imperative for all
within traditional archival spaces.50
An archive is never one definitive thing, and how it can be read is entirely contextual;
who the reader is; where it is being viewed; and what other materials surround it. An
archive is intersectional.51 I will return to this when reviewing the two exhibitions
shortly.
Without a robust sociopolitical context, these institutional exhibitions of
archival materials risk historical and cultural appropriation. The benefits far outweigh
the risks for both the institution that hosts the exposition and the corporation that
sponsors it. One is viewed as culturally and politically ‘woke’, while the other
camouflages its negative public image through ‘artwashing’ or more recent attempts to
demonstrate eco-credentials via ‘greenwashing’. When used in regeneration
programmes for run-down areas of towns and cities such as London and the south
coast, the artwash gentrification agenda is clearly for profit and personal gain. But for
non-departmental public bodies and charities that are sponsored by and accountable
to government, their motives for presenting archival material that is resistantly antiestablishment are less clear.
Visibility (and invisibility) seems a key point here, as does the question of what
gets parked inside a collection. For all the well-documented mass political actions that
make the headlines, there is a plethora of smaller personal and political acts that are
not seen. These are the increments of resistance that build a movement. One could
argue that some personal actions are just that – personal. However, to use a phrase
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(2018) Moving Toward a Reparative Archive: A Roadmap for a Holistic Approach to Disrupting
Homogenous Histories in Academic Repositories and Creating Inclusive Spaces for Marginalized
Voices. Journal of Contemporary Archival Studies, Vol. 5 , Article 6, p. 3.
51
In her rigorous study of black and anti-colonial methodologies, Katherine McKittrick positions black
storytelling and stories as strategies for collaboration and invention. See: Dear Science and Other
Stories. Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2021.
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borrowed from the Women’s Liberation Movement, the personal is political.52 The
interviews of Greenham women collated through the Greenham Women Everywhere
project and made accessible via their website are an act of political resistance that
redresses the iniquities of unheard stories and feminist testimony.
The aim of this research is to contribute to that testimony, opening up further
discourse, for a re-politicisation and re-narrativisation of queer and feminist histories.
In so doing, it calls out the patriarchy’s systematic packaging up of recalcitrant, radical
feminism into a heteronormative account of power and history.

Queering Public Space
The experiences, stories and portraits of black LGBTQIA (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Intersex, Asexual) lives in South Africa are represented
in the work of photographer and visual activist Zanele Muholi. Their recent exhibition
at Tate Modern (5 November 2020 to 31 May 2021) presents photographic portraiture,
video testimonies and stories that document the queer and trans communities in
South Africa and the discrimination and violence that has been enacted against them.
It’s a show that is both sobering in its portrayal of the aftermath of hate crimes against
queer and trans people and affecting for the resilience and pride in the portraits of this
same community that Muholi is part of.
Figure 33 shows an image of the Faces and Phases project that Muholi has
worked on between 2006 and 2014. It is a series of large-scale black and white portraits
of black lesbians from South Africa. These are the Faces, and how they appear
represents the Phases of their transition from one stage of sexuality or gender
expression to another. The display is arresting because of its scale and the number of
faces that look back at their audience. It has the quality of a wall in an Italian
graveyard – images of past lives lined up in serried ranks, one on top of the other.
There are a few gaps that, on first encounter, indicate another portrait to come.

52

The phrase first appeared in a 1979 essay of the same name by feminist writer Carol Hanisch. There,
she focuses on the unequal power relations between sexes and female oppression as directly linked to
patriarchy. She argues that many personal experiences, particularly those of women, can be traced back
to these societal power relations. Available at: <http://www.carolhanisch.org/CHwritings/PIP.html>
[Accessed 31 May 2021].
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Figure 33. Image taken in Gallery 6 of the Zanele Muholi exhibition at Tate Modern, London (5
November 2020 to 7 March 2021), showing Faces and Phases (2006-2014). On display are a
sample of the more than five hundred portraits Zanele has photographed of black lesbians and
transgender and gender non-conforming individuals.
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However, none of the women are smiling much and there is panache and posturing
that defies normative family portraiture. The portraits are engaging because of their
direct gaze, which challenges the viewer to hold their stare and conveys a sense that
the subjects have addressed their identity through style or clothing – hats, ties, suits,
hair. This series is in stark contrast to the earlier galleries that show the scars resulting
from homophobic attacks on the same community.
They are easy to like, being stylish large-scale photographic images. It is not
until you cross over the gallery, where a video tells the story of eight members of the
LGBTQI community, that you appreciate how many of the subjects in Faces and
Phases are no longer alive. Many have been murdered because of their sexuality.
These are in fact the gaps in the grid of images. Keeping the identity of these
queer women alive through portraiture seemed to be in essence what an archive
should do. Not all spoke their stories in videos, but there was a lattice of connections
from the women who did speak that placed these faces within a queer network.
In watching the video testimonies of eight of the LGBTQI participants in Muholi’s
Faces and Phases project was to understand the discrimination, difficulty, danger and
defiance that defines life as a member of the black queer community in South Africa.
My own experience, and that of other lesbians I know and care about, is to have been
subjected to various assaults, physical and verbal.
I chose to write about this exhibition because of Muholi’s desire to archive
black queer resistance. In the exhibition catalogue, Muholi writes: ‘My mission is to rewrite a Black queer and trans visual history of South Africa for the world to know of
our resistance and existence at the height of hate crimes in South Africa and beyond.’53
This exhibition contributes to that mission and does something else besides. In
walking around the galleries hung with their work, I became acutely aware both of
who was present with me in the gallery and of the demographic of the visitors. I found
myself unreasonably resentful towards anyone white, straight or middle class – those
well-dressed couples who knew well how they fitted into society, into culture. Just like
Tate itself, a cultural brand that claims that its ‘mission is to increase the public’s
enjoyment

53

Tate Modern, 2021. Exhibition flyer to accompany Zanele Muholi.
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Figure 34. Liz Murray, Black Matters (2017). Jute, dye, chains, mirror ball motor, 500 x 60 x 60
cm.
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and understanding of British art from the sixteenth century to the present day and of
international modern and contemporary art’ despite its dodgy forebears.54
I have been trying to work out my response, as it seems illogical. Some of it taps
into working-class insecurity (ours was a family that never visited art galleries, not
once) and a suspicion that, for some, gallery-going is a form of entertainment, more
highbrow than Alton Towers, but less taxing than opera. In hindsight, I think I felt
embarrassed for being white, and my response was partly to do with a sense of
complicity, which was exposed by seeing the exhibition.55 This seems strange, as I
could entirely identify with Muholi as another queer artist and visual activist. As a
white person, I felt compromised when looking at these black queer bodies. I am
interested by this discomfort, by feeling awkward, culpable almost. It is an aspect that
has not been archived, though I noted that Muholi invites participation
with visitors to the galleries through an online questionnaire. There were various
responses drawn or written on a wall on the way out of the exhibition, mostly
complimentary of the work. It seemed a good start, something that could develop into
a longer conversation around context, subjectivity and responsibility. The elephant in
the room seemed to be Tate itself, with its founder’s wealth accumulated through the
sugar industry, which was built on the foundation of slavery.
Figure 34 shows a work I made in 2017 called Black Matters. It started as an
investigation into the effect of intersectional factors – such as gender, race and
sexuality – on immigrants to the UK and how factors such as skin colour impact on a
queer person’s likelihood of being discriminated against. It is a four-metre-long hair
braid made from dyed jute and plaited using the craft technique of macramé. The
braid is attached to a motor that very slowly rotates. When the braid is dipped in
liquid such as ink or water, it produces a drawing. I have tried to interpret the
drawings much as an augur might, to see if it can generate an answer to the initial
questions posed.
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Tate, 2020. Governance. Available at: < https://www.tate.org.uk/about-us/governance> [Accessed 1
June 2021].
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I should say for the record that throughout the 1980s I took part in many anti-apartheid rallies,
refused to have anything to do with Lloyds Bank or any company associated with South Africa and
protested the injustice and misery that apartheid brought about.
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Figure 35. Main gallery of the De La Warr Pavilion, Bexhill-on-Sea, during the exhibition Still I
Rise: Feminisms, Gender, Resistance, Act 2. In the foreground is a work by radical feminist
stitch craft artist Ellen Lesperance. Titled Woman II (She Stormed the Compound Singing: ‘Old
and Strong, She goes On and On, On and On. You Can’t Kill the Spirit, She is Like a Mountain’
(2013), the sweater was inspired by clothing worn by women at Greenham.
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Still I Rise: Feminisms, Gender, Resistance, Act 2 was shown at the De La Warr
Pavilion in Bexhill-on-Sea in 2019. The exhibition examined resistance movements and
alternative ways of living from a gendered perspective.56 Historical forms of resistance
informed by feminist and queer perspectives were surveyed in contemporary and
historic artworks, chronicles and documentations of civil rights marches and
uprisings. The exhibition included work by known artists as well as displaying material
that might be considered to fall outside the category of ‘art’. There were pamphlets,
fanzines and flyers, as well as manifestos, architectural plans, clothing and archival
material from historical protests. The curators’ intersectional approach in gathering a
disparate collection of material chimed with the exhibition’s title, borrowing as it did
from Maya Angelou’s 1978 poem.57 The show acknowledged and made manifest the
overlapping and interdependent forces of patriarchy, power and discrimination. Not
everything was powerful, in the sense of Muholi’s exhibition. What affected me was
the quantity of ephemera from the period during which I was at Greenham and how it
joined up activism in other fields (squatting, punk, anarchism, et cetera).
This show displayed material that tied activism to popular culture and
alternative forms of living starting in the nineteenth century and going through to
contemporary practices. The curators set out to bring together networks of
interlocking ideas and approaches rather than follow a chronological timeline. It gave
a broad sweep, in a smallish space, of forty years of differing types of activism. This, for
me, was the problem – it was a collective voice that was heard loudest like a chant
(like “Maggie, Maggie, Maggie, Out, Out, Out!”) and in that cacophony individual
voices are indistinct.

Archives and Embarrassment
I will end this section with another work that was made from photographic
archives when I was on an artist residency in Prague.58 The Bohemians (2010-12) is a
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The exhibition, a collaboration between the De La Warr Pavilion and Nottingham Contemporary, was
curated by Irene Aristizábal, Rosie Cooper and Cédric Fauq. It ran from 9 February through to 27 May
2019.
57
Maya Angelou, ‘Still I Rise’, from And Still I Rise: A Book of Poems (New York: Random House, 1978).
58
I was hosted by the Futura Centre for Contemporary Art in Prague for three months in 2010.
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Figure 36. Liz Murray, The Bohemians (2010-12). C-type photographic print, 60 x 42 cm.
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series of photographic collages made from mass-produced imagery printed between
1968 and 1989, found in second-hand bookshops and flea markets in the Czech
Republic. The original plates were taken from coffee-table picture books that featured
images of Czechoslovakia as it was under Soviet governance. Knowing of the difficult
conditions that the Czechs had endured following the suppression of the Prague
Spring, I was interested in the wholesale portrayal of a country as communist
ideological idyll with modern factories, historic monuments, beautiful countryside and
healthy people. Arguably, the picture books represented a ‘false-archive’ in that it was
a wishful construction. In reflecting and returning it for national consumption (the
books were intended for a domestic readership), it was a form of propaganda. The
collages are constructed by cutting and reversing circular sections of the original plate,
revealing the image from the other side of the page. The title ‘Bohemians’ alludes both
to the people of the former kingdom of Bohemia, located in what is now the Czech
Republic, and its later reference to those practicing a socially unconventional or
artistic lifestyle.
Embarrassment is often unexpected, awkward and exposing. It can be
experienced through being witnessed, being revealed in the act of doing something
socially unacceptable or frowned upon. These awkward moments can be felt through
being a minority, the self-awareness of never fitting in well to society, of never
dressing or behaving correctly, and of consequent embarrassment for trying. The
Greenham women were a minority that successfully caused embarrassment to a
government that attempted to diminish their feminist credibility.

From time to time, I take out the folders containing my selected Greenham
material and look at the images or re-read newsletters. There’s a lot of material there
that was never designed for long-term handling. The newspaper cuttings are often
thin, fragile strips of text, from news columns clipped far from the front page. Each
time they are brought out they suffer a little; a small tear or another set of creases are
added to those marks already there. There are also full pages of broadsheet, many
from the Guardian and others from publications further to the political right. My
attention is often drawn to the articles and advertising that sit around the text that I
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have dated. These bring a context to the clippings of my archive, and I note how little
has changed between then and now.
I am interested in why I find much of the material produced by camp women
embarrassing. I am embarrassed by my embarrassment. It is not that the stories and
song sheets are not an accurate documentation of what was distributed. They are
documents written – usually by hand and copied – from women who wished to draw
parallels between their resistant behaviour and witches, dreaming dragons and
spiders’ webs, using magic and storytelling as an antidote to militarism and patriarchy.
They are very far from the academic writing produced around and about the GCWPC
since that time. I am careful to remember and be respectful that this material
belonged to a broad sisterhood that included me.
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Figure 37. The author reading the Guardian inside a bender at Green Gate camp,
October 1983. Ilford B&W print from archival negative, 30.5 x 24 cm. (© Liz Murray).
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Figure 38. Press Association B&W photographic print dated 15 November 1983. On verso,
‘Guard for Cruise Unloading: More cruise missile equipment is unloaded under guard at the
Greenham Common missile base in Berkshire today.’
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SECTION 2: GIFT

Wrapped up: Winter 1982
Figure 39 is a still from the tape discussed in the previous chapter. The image is
dark and the resolution poor. On first viewing it is confusing. I remember this space
well and can therefore describe to you what we are looking at. It shows a corner of a
sitting room. There are curtains open and in the light between them there is an object
that resembles a stool around which objects on the patterned floor are wrapped.
Judging by the designs printed on the paper, these are Christmas gifts. Lying on top of
each other are robins, triangular pine trees and snowflakes all at the same scale as
each other. In the top left of the image is a hand that is caught in a gesture. The flesh
is outstretched, and the fingers are open from the palm as if about to give or take. On
the floor below is a carrier bag from the Hayward Gallery, a bag that will inspire an
artwork some forty years later. If we played the footage either side of this moment we
would see an artificial Christmas tree, a cassette tape recorder and more wrapped gifts,
several of which would carry stickers placed there by me that demanded ‘No Trident
No Cruise No Nuclear Weapons’. Were we to view the tape from the beginning, we
would see a muddy encampment beside a main road and the entrance to the
Greenham Common USAF base. The image is made complex through pausing on a
scene that does not acknowledge what is elsewhere on the tape. Like a game of pass
the parcel, it holds something hidden, a densely obscured gift that can only be
revealed collectively and in stages. We are looking at a still moment at a specific time
in 1982 when I was a participant in the women’s protest at Greenham and returning
home to my biological family for Christmas. I moved between these two communities,
one with which I identified ideologically and another that represented a conservative
fixity of values and beliefs. This image shows a snapshot of a closed community linked
by genetics coming together to share gifts between themselves. Most of those shared
gifts no longer exist today or are buried deep in landfills. Outside the frame of this
image is an open community that sang and held hands around a nine-mile perimeter
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fence in defence of all life on earth. The commentary describes a still that is a ‘proto’
poor image that pulls focus on the method, materials and context of this research
project. I will argue in this chapter that the community around a common were
involved in an act of collective gifting across time and then look at the implications of
this for art, activism and protest.

This chapter of the research looks at previous research on the central context of
gifting (through the work of Bronislaw Malinowski and Marcel Mauss), and
acknowledges a wider understanding of gifting in relation to talents, open source,
commons, cultural gifting and protest. Lewis Hyde’s work on creativity and gift is
examined through his proposal that ‘where there is no gift there is no art’, and
whether artworks can offer an experience that is beyond being bought and sold.59 The
section closes with contemporary resonances of gifting through care and resilience,
concluding with returning a gift through practice and writing.

59

Hyde, L. (2002). The Gift: How the Creative Spirit Transforms the World. Edinburgh: Canongate, 2006, p.xiv
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Figure 39. Still from Sony Helical Scan videotape footage shot in December 1982 and
transferred to digital format in 2016, 22’51”. (© Liz Murray)
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Unwrapping the Gift
The image described is from a personal archive of materials that flow from the
GCWPC in the years between 1982 and 1985. It is a still from a video that was shot in
December 1982 and holds activism and family together on a reel of magnetic tape. It is
an image that has not been ‘uploaded, downloaded, shared’ or re-edited; this is its first
appearance since being released from a redundant media format.60
Roland Barthes described the cinematic still as offering us the ‘inside of a
fragment’ of which the still image reveals a second text that is neither extracted from
nor overlays the narrative sense of the moving image.61 In arresting the diegetic flow
the video, the still image is defined by what comes before and after it. Embedded
within the image and my description of it are references to a specific time, to publicity
for protest events and to artworks that have since been made in response to this and
other materials within my archive. From this footage a moving image work (Where
Has Greenham Gone? 2016) and a sculptural installation (Sooz Shooz, 2021) have been
generated demonstrating a circularity or exchange of information through media and
time, and in memory and practice that is a key methodology within this research.62
In the introduction, this method is referred to as ‘talking-back’ or
‘backchatting’. Discourse of this sort can be made between pixels, developing
60

Much of the footage from this source is ‘poor’ in that it is grainy and suffers from frequent
interference banding. It struck me that much of the footage of artist videos from the 1960s onwards,
including documentation of performances or happenings, suffers from the same kind of fuzziness. The
lack of sharpness makes it appear less rich, less impressive. Compare this with the 35mm and 70mm
film stock used for ‘flagship’ cinematic productions and it is a whole other world of clarity and colour
(Spartacus , 1960, directed by Stanley Kubrick, is a good example of ultra-high definition that can be
achieved by blowing up the 35mm Super 70 Technorama format to 70mm). Nowadays, access to
relatively high-end imaging through smartphone cameras allows anyone with such a device to produce
images of cinematic quality. Hito Steyerl speaks of the seductive mimesis of the brilliant rich image in
cinema adapted increasingly to consumer formats. See: Steyerl, H. (2009). In Defense of the Poor
Image. e-flux Journal, #10. Available at: <https://www.e-flux.com/journal/10/61362/in-defense-of-thepoor-image/> [Accessed 6 July 2021]. There seems to be a parallel in the documentation of artist
performance video from the 1960s to the 1990s to act as witness or evidence of an action, as with the
poor Helical Scan image above. Like home movies (either 8mm or early VHS formats), they fall into a
lower hierarchy of image-making yet questionably one that is a more resistant category of recording
cultural and social history.
61
The Third Meaning in Roland Barthes, Image Music Text, trans. Stephen Heath. London: Fontana
Press, 1977, p. 67.
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For more on the materiality of communication see: Kittler, F. (1999). Gramophone, Film, Typewriter.
Stanford: Stanford University Press.
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chemicals, newspaper reportage, song lyrics or the roughness of fabric worn next to
the skin remembered through looking at a photograph. It employs movement as
much as language, a sort of rotational-dialectical-discourse network.63 To backchat is
to question the authority and veracity of the primary subject, which, in the context of
family, may be understood as the paterfamilias. Extending this approach to each item
from an archive and including the secondary, sensate, and sensuous responses to
those elements requires a robust resistance to accepting the received wisdom and
knowledges that coagulate around these materials. It is an exhausting yet rewarding
working method that shuttles between common knowledge and intuitive response.
The image used at the start of this section is an example of a palimpsest,
overwritten by my memory of the events and politics either side of this frozen frame.
It can best be understood as a conversation between the past and present and – as
demonstrated in the series of letters that intersperse this thesis – with the future.
Manuela Zechner’s Future Archive (2005-ongoing) works in a similar way, although
the encounters she sets up are based in a ‘desirable’ future twenty to thirty years
ahead, an imaginary position from which the participants talk-back about the present
as if it were the past.64
Within the body of text that you are currently reading the ‘correspondences’
between the recent present and past of forty years ago appear almost without warning.
They are intended to jolt you, my reader, letting your eyes and thoughts leap from the
flow of textual, narrative sense to flip time and space in a moment of rotationaldialectical-discourse between this writing and your own subjectivities.
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See: Kittler, F. (1990). Discourse Networks, 1800/1900. Stanford: Stanford University Press.
Zechner writes: ‘For some of us, the future is a malady, a predicament we can’t shake off in these
times – of insecurity, short term life and work horizons, constant speculation, precarity. This malady
plagues our imagination, often restricting it to planning and pragmatism. The future archive was born
in 2005, when the future was cool. Now the planet is hot and there is a powerful sense of no future.
Today this project is perhaps more diagnostic and clinical than inspiring and performative.’ See:
<https://thefuturearchiveblog.wordpress.com/about-2/> [Accessed 11 September 2021].
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SANTA LUCIA ©EGIM srl Milano. Printed in Italy
Kensington 21.01.20
Dear Liz,
(How did I manage this, you wonder? To get a lovely p.c. into
your letterbox despite the difficulties of the Royal Mail not
delivering in to the past...?)
Here is a wonderful image of St. Lucy. Depending on how you
approach her – whether you open the envelope (for she must be
protected from the grimy hands of time and postie), one way or
another, or move your body or head slightly – her eyes (her
eyes!) appear where they were (should be), or where they are
displayed, trophy-like, upon a serving platter. There is some
parallel here to our (my) method of writing to you (me); a
moment that can only ever be in the present and yet, is
reaching out to the past. An attempt at integrity, of being
true. Not God-like truth, I might add, though perhaps a
revelation through a shift of position. Sorry out of space.
More soon. XX L
_____________________________
Figure 40. Two views of a lenticular postcard, one showing an image of Saint Lucy holding a
plate; when the plate is tilted, her eyes appear on it. The remains of Saint Lucy of Syracuse (or
Santa Lucia as she is known in her native Italy) are on display in the church of Santa Geremia
in Venice. There are various accounts of her martyrdom and how her eyes were removed. The
version I prefer is that Lucy had consecrated her virginity to God and, despite her celibacy,
attracted many suitors, one of whom was obsessed with her beautiful eyes. Lucy gouged out
her eyes to deter his amorous advances and remain virginal. She is the patron saint of the
blind, of glaziers and of authors.
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Reciprocity
Talking-back is reflexively demonstrated in the studio between sources in the
archive and memory as well as through the physical materials that are used in making
an artwork. One informs the other. This process is mirrored to a degree in the
formation of the text. Looking at archival materials that have been forgotten or
misremembered can inspire a refocusing on those objects or conditions that were
hitherto considered unimportant. In the previous chapter, this invoked a
reconsideration of how embarrassment can be wrapped up in personal archives and
how that might be expressed in an artwork. What follows has been prompted by the
still image revealing a connection between protesting women peace campers and
works of art through the Western tradition of gift-giving at Christmas.
The potentially shared relationship between artwork and protest as forms of
gift is explored in this section. What might be the common attributes between a longterm women-only protest on an English common and a work of art? The answer to
this is complicated, as is the notion of ‘gift’ itself; not all gifts are welcome. There can
be an indebtedness attached to receiving (children are taught to say ‘thank you’
whether they like their presents or not), and giving often perpetuates a patriarchal
system of hierarchy and being beholden. There are presents with ‘strings attached’,
faux gifts, bungs, sham ‘donations’ carrying the payback expectation of favours to be
returned and an art market that ‘offers’ viewers the gift of a cultural experience. The
truism that it is easier to give than to receive is fuelled on feeling better through oneupmanship.
What is significant between the giftedness shared by Greenham and an artwork
is sincerity through non-intention, or inadvertent authenticity. By this, I mean that
aside from the original motivations of both entities – to oppose militarism, ecological
disaster at Greenham and offering a locus for imaginary speculation, reflection,
provocation within an artwork – at their outset neither could premeditate their future
status as becoming gift. It might be the wish of an individual artist or collective for
their work to pass on to society an understanding of their concerns or worldview, but
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_____________________________
Figure 41. Newspaper cutting from personal archive: Diana Hutchinson article on the Easter
demonstrations at Greenham Common, published in the Daily Mail on 4 April 1983. (© Liz
Murray)
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it cannot be built in or guaranteed. At Greenham, the peace camp women were
impelled to take direct action against the risk of nuclear war through acts of individual
and collective conscience. They were protesting for all life on earth, present and
future, rather than thinking of their actions rolled up into the artwork-nomination
that I propose here. It is also true that during the years 1982 to 1985, when the protest
at Greenham was busiest and attracting the most media attention, not all political
classes or members of the UK public agreed that it was good thing, and certainly not a
gift. Looking through the media accounts of the peace camp, some of which are
attached in the appendices, it is clear that what some viewed as a neo-suffragette propeace movement was seen by others as a bunch of dirty women occupying public
land.65
Bringing together these distinct forms of human expression – art and protest –
under the heading ‘gift’ requires lateral thinking and a generosity of understanding as
to what gifting means. To reiterate: I specifically address the GCWPC rather than all
forms of protest. Not all protest is art and not all art is protest.

Commons
That the peace camp was established around an area of common land is
important to the notion of reciprocal altruism. The history of common land or
commons stretches back to the medieval feudal system whereby the Crown granted
land to a peer or lord of the manor who in turn would grant rights to tenants. These
included the right to pasture livestock, to collect firewood or to cut turf for fuel.
Persons holding these rights to common land were known as commoners. Much
common grazing land since medieval times has been lost to clearances and enclosures
made by landowners, yet today village greens and some commons, such as Clapham
Common and Wimbledon Common, remain available for public use.66
Before the building of the RAF airfield and runway in 1939, Greenham Common
was a piece of common land that had been used for centuries. The British government
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See Diana Hutchinson’s report for the Daily Mail (4 April 1983) of the Easter demonstrations at
Greenham Common (Figure 40).
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See UK Government rules on using common land and village greens: <https://www.gov.uk/commonland-village-greens> [Accessed 11 August 2021].
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_____________________________
Figure 42. Photograph taken by the author in October 1983 inside a bender at Green Gate. The
peace woman shown (Delma Hughes), along with all the peace campers at the gate, were
preparing for a visit by bailiffs the following day. (© Liz Murray)
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loaned the land that the airbase was on to the USAF in 1981 in preparation for the
arrival of cruise missiles. However, the land that surrounded the perimeter fence was
still common land, owned by Newbury District Council, and it was here that the
various micro-camps that comprised the GCWPC were set up. The Department of
Transport owned the roadways leading into the airbase. Despite attempts by local MP
Michael McNair-Wilson and Newbury District Council to evict the women (for using
tents on common land), the peace campers remained in place by sleeping directly on
the adjacent ground with survival blankets and benders.67 In a House of Commons
Sitting of 25 July 1983, McNair-Wilson described the main gate camp thus:

On either side of the access road to the main entrance to the base there
are large mounds of gravel and soil in which a few weeds and scrub
plants manage to survive and on which the so-called peace camp now
resides. The eating or communal area is on the common land administered
by Newbury district and the sleeping quarters —20 to 25 unsightly bivouacs
covered with polythene sheeting—on part of the 66,698 sq. m. of land that
the Department of Transport acquired between June 1951 and October 1952.
Despite the ministerial hope that the site would not be re-occupied by vehicles,
there is a van converted into a caravan on the Department of Transport site.68
For the Greenham women, living out in the open on land previously used for
pasture focused the attention of the protest along eco-feminist lines and also
constituted a rejection of women’s political enclosure historically through patriarchy.
It is interesting to note the resurgence of attention around commons, communing and
communisation.69 Commons in this sense broadly describes the natural and cultural
67

Benders are shelters made from tree branches that are bent, tied, stuck into the ground and covered
with plastic sheeting. When the police banned the use of tents at Greenham, women made and slept in
benders.
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For full commentary of McNair-Wilson’s address to the Commons, see:
<https://api.parliament.uk/historic-hansard/commons/1983/jul/25/greenham-common> [Accessed 19
August 2021].
69
Climate change and impending ecological collapse have driven recent thinking and action on how
better to share a planet whose resources are limited. Historian Peter Linebaugh first uses the term
‘commoning’ in his 2008 book The Magna Carta Manifesto as a means of portraying an activity rather
just a material resource. The relentless drive since the 1980s for privatisation and neoliberal
individualism has made commoning a more appealing social and political alternative. To act in
common is to draw upon a network of relationships with the understanding that some things belong to
all and an expectation to care for those things and for one another. This, in essence, was a point that
Greenham women constantly sought to make around the interconnectedness of all life on earth and the
threat posed by nuclear weapons. There is a vast and burgeoning quantity of research and work being
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resources held in common by a community as well as open-source software and
mutual aid networks. Of particular note is the Casco Art Institute based in the
Netherlands, an experimental platform for Art and Commons. On their website they
state:

Art is an imaginative way of doing and being, which connects, heals,
opens, and moves people into the new social visions. Art is in fact inherent
to the commons, as they are shared resources to keep the culture of community
alive. In turn, the commons may well sustain art. With art and the commons
we can draw a worldview beyond the divides of private and public, to shape
together a new paradigm of living together as “we” desire – be it decolonial,
post-capitalist, matriarchal, solidarity economies – we name it!70
In Re-Enchanting the World, Silvia Federici posits that ‘in language and politics’ the
commons of today are the ‘expression of an alternative world’.71 This spirit might best
be understood as a way of looking at the world that makes visible the
interconnectedness between humans and other living things and what these
connections may produce. Donna Haraway calls this a relation of making ‘oddkin’ or
seeking new generative family relations across species.72 Is this oddkin relation a case
of pan-species reciprocal altruism (or beneficial favour-trading) as seen in
chimpanzees or a post-human turn? Thinking in cross-species, non-human-centred
terms is a means for a ‘restorative reciprocity’ which botanist Robin Wall Kimmerer
argues for as a way of understanding the world as a gift.73 Kimmerer and Haraway

done on commons globally – enough for another thesis – so I will restrict myself to mentioning those
that are of most relevance to this project, namely those associated with commons, art, aesthetics and
protest. Foundational to these studies are the writings of Silvia Federici, as well as the commons
projects established by the Casco Art Institute.
70
For more information on Casco’s projects, see: <https://casco.art/en/about/> [Accessed 11 September
2021].
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Federici, S. (2018). Re-Enchanting the World: Feminism and the Politics of the Commons. Oakland,
California: Kairos/PM Press, p.1.
72
Haraway, D. (2016). Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene. Durham and London:
Duke University Press.
73
See James Yeh’s interview with Kimmerer from 23 May 2020 in the Guardian :
<https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/may/23/robin-wall-kimmerer-people-cant-understandthe-world-as-a-gift-unless-someone-shows-them-how> [Accessed 13 August 2021].
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share a certain ecological-reciprocal-caring approach to human and non-human
relations.
Over this forty-year period, the art world and the art market have expanded
dramatically, moving art from the margins to the centre with all ‘the losses and gains
this entails’.74 Can an artwork that is a protest exist outside of market exchange or can
it be bought and sold if packaged up as ‘Art’?
Art, despite the losses and gains inflicted on its autonomy, may still hold an
emancipatory political potential.75 This chapter will argue that the nomination of the
GCWPC as an artwork unbrackets the territory of ‘protest’ into an expanding,
relational form and returns the gift of this past demonstration into the present. The
rationale for this claim is that the circulation of these gifts, existing as invisible
property outside of market exchange, are like an ecological cycle and thus important
in establishing a cultural feedback loop. In pointing to ecology as a system that relies
on steady-state cycles beneath the appearance of a constantly changing natural world,
it draws a timely parallel between the current climate emergency caused by human
activity and the breaking of reciprocity seen in neoliberal capitalism.
Context is never neutral, whether past or present. In her essay Venus in Two
Acts, Saidiya Hartman interrogates the limits of archival materials on trans-Atlantic
slavery.76 The absence of any voice from enslaved women is a consequence of what
Hartman calls the ‘violence of the archive’. Gaps and voids in these accounts are
sometimes destroyed, often never recorded. As such, they represent a lacuna in our
collective human history. Hartman redresses this loss through a method of critical
fabulation, using historical archive, critical theory and fictional narrative to make
productive sense of these untold stories.
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Iwona Blazwick, art critic and director of London’s Whitechapel Gallery, responds to the question ‘How Has
Art Changed?’ put to thirty-three artists, collectors, curators and educationalists by Frieze magazine in October
2005. Available at: <https://www.frieze.com/article/how-has-art-changed> [Accessed 6 June 2021].
75
Terry Eagleton has noted the link to autonomy (as a self-determining, self-regulating mode) with bourgeois
ideologies yet also how the ‘self-determining nature of human powers and capacities may allow for more
radical behaviours. Eagleton, T. (1990). The Ideology of the Aesthetic. London: Blackwell, p. 9.
76
Hartman, S. Venus in Two Acts. Small Axe 1 June 2008, 12 (2): pp. 1–14. DOI: <https://doi.org/10.1215/-122-1>

_____________________________
Figure 44. Colour photograph showing a papier-mâché frog on top of a car at Yellow Gate,
1983. (© Liz Murray)
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Queerness, too, has a problematic relationship with being archived. Cuban
queer theorist José Esteban Muñoz writes in Cruising Utopia that ‘queerness has an
especially vexed relationship to evidence [...] When the historian of queer experience
attempts to document a queer past, there is often a gatekeeper, representing
a straight present.’77 This unspoken, undocumented tranche of queer events and past
lives risks being overlooked or lost. The gaps and holes that appear in these
his/herstories make it difficult to find a context for oneself, for ways of being. To see
oneself is to see the background that supports the image. Context is never neutral and
experiencing past evidence of protest can be productive in the present –
In part, then, this enquiry is about the politics of visibility and invisibility for
both art and protest.78 Through examining their commonality as gift, it supports this
research’s claim that the GCWPC can be considered an artwork. Its purpose is to
demonstrate that the work done by the peace camp women at Greenham Common –
its legacy – must necessarily continue to circulate in the present and for the future.
As this research is practice-led, it will present an example of the circularity of
gift exchange through the description of an event in the past which involved being
given and the returning motion of that gesture in the present through the creation of
an artwork. It is my contention that in nominating Greenham-as-Artwork the protest
is not owned by me – as author or proprietor – but is an action that enables it to
circulate as a gift. It returns. This is not a case of ‘the gift that keeps on giving’ – it is,
rather, a gesture that keeps the ‘gift’ in motion. It allows the peace camp to be to be
continually reappraised in relation to the present. In this it shares a contingency with
politics on the conditions in which it finds itself. Artworks too are understood as
objects that move through time and context. Keeping the gift of Greenham ‘live’ and
in motion is to deny any sense of summation, appropriation or closure.
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Muñoz, J. (2009). Gesture, Ephemera, and Queer Feeling: Approaching Kevin Aviance. Cruising
Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity, pp. 65-82.
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Gregory Sholette’s writing on creative dark matter (referring to the mass of invisible cultural
producers that remain largely unrecognised by the high art world of blue-chip galleries and collectors)
has been useful for drawing comparisons with the invisibility of certain acts of resistance and political
expediency. See: Sholette, G. (2011). Dark Matter: Art and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture.
London: Pluto Press.
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This chapter includes a brief survey of the literature on gift and givenness. This
is followed by a consideration of value, exchange, commodity and the politics of
visibility/invisibility under neoliberalism. It will look at feminist cultural legacies and
at how creativity can be applied to political protest. It begins with a story about being
given a gift at Greenham which enabled a protester to remain at the site. It concludes
with how that gift is being returned to the donor via an artwork.

Sue from Telford
I was given a pair of trainers in 1982. Made of white leather, they were not
properly ‘trainers’ as intended for use in sports or actual training but for leisure wear.
Tiny holes perforated the toecap, and the soles were made of crepe-like rubber. The
shoes were given to me by one of several thousand women who had gathered around
the perimeter fence at the Greenham Common USAF base on a wintry day in
December that year. We were protesting the imminent arrival of cruise missiles. We
sang, we keened, we danced hand in hand. My own shoes had fallen apart, the sole of
one having parted company with its upper. My feet were wet and cold, yet I was
resolved to stay overnight for the next day’s blockade of the base. It was a weekend,
there were no shoe shops for miles, and I had no means, or the time, to go home for
another pair. To leave seemed like giving up. Buzzing with the collective energy of an
all-female mass demonstration, I was determined to stay.
My memory of how I came to receive the replacement footwear is now hazy,
though I do recall the gift came from a group of lesbians who had travelled down to
Newbury from Telford. There were women from every part of the UK, spilling out of
coaches, erecting banners and joining up to make sections of the holding-hands
human chain that ‘embraced the base’. The women from Telford were directly next to
our small band from art school. They could see my plight and, after a brief discussion,
one of them went back to the coach, returning with the white trainers. Her name was
Sue. I felt overwhelmed. Their gesture of giving was memorable as it represented in
that moment the attitude of the protest. Nonviolent, good-humoured, generous.
Between women that were otherwise strangers the unspoken bond that formed in
resistance to a shared foe was like discovering an entirely new and supportive family.
My sisters now numbered in thousands.
121

_____________________________
Figure 44. Photograph taken during the ‘Embrace the Base’ mass demonstration at Greenham
Common airbase on 12 December 1982. 18 x 11 cm. (© Liz Murray)
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For keeping out the damp at a muddy protest, the new shoes were hopelessly
inadequate. The perforations let in water, and the crepe soles kept it there. They were
too white, too porous, too inappropriate. After a cold sleepless night in which they
stayed firmly on my feet I felt a little self-conscious about their paleness, yet I was
aware that they were a physical manifestation of the peace camp spirit. The shoes were
entirely necessary to my being able to remain at the protest, to take part in the action.
It was a gift that allowed me to stay where the donor was unable to stay, to put her
boots on the ground. Action at the camp meant doing something with your body.
Often this was lying down or making a noise, actions that obstructed or called
attention to themselves. The sneakers were also doing this; they were noisy, sneakily
demanding to be looked at, and queering the pitch amongst other, sensible footwear –
the ubiquitous Doctor Martens, hiking boots and wellies of the other protesters.
At the time, I didn’t question why one of the women had such a pair of shoes as
spares. I was simply grateful to be given something to wear that was dry. Why did she
have them? They seemed the sort of shoes you would wear for going out, perhaps to a
women-only bar – dancing shoes. Had the group of friends planned a night out
afterwards to celebrate the experience of mass sisterly solidarity? In the sense that
they were ‘good shoes’, they were clearly special to their owner, and when she offered
them to me it was with the hope that they would be returned. There was an
expectation (but not a heavy one) that I would return them to my comrade, a dykesister united in protest.
I kept the shoes for some time thereafter. I carefully cleaned them when I got
back to London, even applying a coat of trainer white to restore their brilliance. They
stayed in a cupboard inside a shoebox I found for them, as if they were an injured bird
or mouse. There was a return address, but I didn’t send them back. I held on to them
for a year, feeling a mild sense of shame whenever I saw them. I can remember the
guilt but not the reason why the shoes never went back to Telford. In fact, I have no
clear recollection of where the shoes ended up, though most likely in a bin bag when I
moved out of my bedsit. More interesting is why that sense of embarrassment has
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Figure 45. Liz Murray, maquette for Sooz Shooz (2021). Jesmonite, wood, acrylic, rubber, paint.
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never moved on, like the shoes themselves. That never got thrown out; it has clung to
me as an indelible stain even after many years. Shame is resistant.
Objects are easier to dispose of than embarrassment. Perhaps because objects
cannot be embarrassed, they do not experience themselves as tokens or gifts. People
bear the burden of responsibility to keep gifts in motion. In the case of the white
shoes, these are finally being returned in the form of an artwork that I hope may one
day be seen by Sue.

Circles: Gift, Rotation, Community
The thinking around gift and givenness can be traced from Seneca through
Thomas Aquinas and Nietzsche, although much recent thought in phenomenology
and economics comes out of the work of anthropologists Bronislaw Malinowski and
Marcel Mauss. Malinowski’s ethnographic studies of the Kula Ring trading system in
the Trobriand Islands established the circular nature of ceremonial giving between the
Massim peoples.79 The Kula gifts comprise arm coverings and necklaces made of shell
that move in a continuous circle around a wide ring of islands in the Western Pacific’s
Massim Archipelago. The social value of these ceremonial gifts far exceeds their
practical or decorative use. Being given either a red shell necklace (worn by women) or
a white arm-shell (worn by men) bestows honour on the household receiving the gifts.
After a period of no more than a year or two, the gifts are passed on; the necklaces are
moved to neighbours on adjacent islands in a clockwise direction, the arm-shells
moving on in an anti-clockwise rotation.80 Each article travels around a closed circuit
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See: Bronislaw Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific, 1922. [www document] Available at:
<https://wolnelektury.pl/media/book/pdf/argonauts-of-the-western-pacific.pdf>[Accessed 23 June
2021].
80
‘On every island and in every village, a more or less limited number of men take part in the Kula, that
is to say, receive the goods, hold them for a short time, and then pass them on. Therefore, every man
who is in the Kula periodically, though not regularly, receives one or several of the mwali (arm-shells),
or a soulava (necklace of red shell discs), and then has to hand it on to one of his partners, from whom
he receives the opposite commodity in exchange. Thus, no man ever keeps any of the articles for any
length of time in his possession. One transaction does not finish the Kula relationship, the rule being
‘once in the Kula, always in the Kula’ and a partnership between the two men is a permanent and
lifelong affair. Again, any given mwali or soulava may be found travelling and changing hands, and
there is no question of it ever settling down, so that the principle ‘once in the Kula, always in the Kula’
applies also to the valuables themselves.’ (Malinowski, p.52)
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Figure 46. Delma Hughes carrying water from a standpipe to the Green Gate camp, October
1983. Ilford B&W print from archival negative, 30.5 x 24 cm. (© Liz Murray).
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in one direction and is met with articles from the other class and constantly
exchanged.
Malinowski observed this circular trading of gifts as falling outside the usual
economic sphere. Barter was used for market exchange of useful, indispensable or
necessary items such as food, clothing, cooking pots and weapons. The main aim of
the Kula Ring is to exchange items with no practical use. It does not matter if the gift
that is exchanged is of a less fine quality than the one received. The giving, receiving
and motion of the articles is key. There is an economic exchange in the transactions,
but these take the form not of bartered goods but of honour-credit and mutual
respect. The cycle is bound by laws, myth and magic. Malinowski understood what
appeared to be a simple hand-to-hand transaction of useless items as a means to
maintain inter-tribal relationships on a massive scale.
Figure 47 overlays a map of the Massim Archipelago that indicates the Kula
Ring movement of gifts with a photocopied map of Greenham Common from 1983.
The Greenham map was widely copied and distributed between women visiting the
peace camp to orientate themselves. The GCWPC was spread around the entire
perimeter, though the main gate at the entrance to the airbase was busiest and
received the most media attention. Each of the nine gates are represented by stars and
named after the colours of the rainbow. The original map of the Kula Ring comes from
Malinowski’s Argonauts.
I was struck by the parallels between the different communities at the gates at
Greenham and the Trobriand Island tribes. Each gate had its own tribe who
established their camp through a loose set of affiliations or sensibilities. Regardless of
what those affiliations might be (lesbian separatism, eco-feminism, Quakerism,
punk), there was no organisational structure that might be comparable to other
formats of political or social movement. It was a non-hierarchical and horizontal
network. Former Greenham woman and sociologist Sacha Roseneil describes the
organisation of life and action at Greenham as a postmodern structure. She writes:

If the archetypal structure of modern political organizations is
bureaucracy, Greenham’s segmentary, polycephalous and reticulate
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Figure 47. Liz Murray, The Kula Ring at Greenham (2021). Ink and marker pen drawing on
photocopy, 20 x 13 cm. Shows the Trobriand Islands (in grey ink) overlaying the peace camp
gates at Greenham.
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structure is characteristically postmodern. Those involved frequently depicted
the Greenham network as a spider’s web: a non-hierarchical, intricate pattern
of individuals and groups, joined together by almost invisible yet strong
connecting threads.81
Along the lines of this ‘spider’s web’, much like the canoe journeys taken by the
islanders to transport gifts, the shared resources of the entire series of gate camps
were distributed as needed. Water could be drawn from the standpipe by main gate
(Yellow) and carried to adjoining gates. Similarly, when someone dropped off a
donation of firewood, food, clothing or candles, these would be distributed as
required. These gifts, as such, did not follow the strict principle of directional travel as
in the Kula Ring, though the satellite nature of the islands and the nine camps is
striking. Beyond the immediate ring of the gate camps lay a wider network of
individuals, women’s groups, peace groups, religious groups and trade unions that
supported the peace camp through various means. In addition to food, clothing,
shelter, time and money, the peace camp received a steady stream of letters, postcards
and telegrams from supporters worldwide.
In Essai Sur le Don, Marcel Mauss, like Malinowski, sought to understand how
the exchange of objects between groups of people is used to build relationships.82
Mauss too used the Kula Ring and also the Pacific Northwest tradition of potlatch to
examine the obligation that gift exchange places on giver and recipient, and to
highlight the importance of reciprocity. Drawing on these anthropological and
sociological studies, his conclusion was that the foundation of human society relied
upon collective exchange practices rather than upon serving individual needs. Mauss
wrote the essay shortly after the First World War, and his underlying motivation for
finding the bindings in human societies may have come from witnessing the political
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Societies.
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Figure 48. Unnamed woman and Delma Hughes inside a bender at Green Gate camp, October
1983. Ilford B&W print from archival negative, 30.5 x 24 cm. (© Liz Murray).
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and social fracturing of continents, communities and nations. As a guide for how
giving can promote better ways of living together in societies, the legacy of Essai Sur le
Don has been taken up by philosophers and political activists such as Jacques Derrida
(Given Time, 1994), Jean-Luc Marion (Being Given, 2002), and David Graeber (Debt:
The First 5,000 Years, 2011).
Returning to the Christmas gifts seen in Figure 39, these are items that are
usually exchanged between two people or entities. The donor gives, and the recipient
receives, often with gratitude. The recipient returns the action of gifting to the original
donor. This movement of giving back and forth between two parties is an action of
reciprocity.83 The to and fro nature of this giving is a linear one. It is a simple form of
gift exchange that shuttles between two people. The gift is always, in a sense, in view.
So, too, is the gratitude. When the exchange becomes circular, as in the Kula Ring,
there are a minimum of three persons involved and usually many more. When the gift
passes to the partner on the left or right of the donor, it temporarily disappears from
sight. At some point in the future, the gift is returned, but for the time that the gift is
in motion the gratitude attached to the exchange is, like the visibility of the gift, blind.
In his comprehensive examination of the gift economy and creativity, Lewis
Hyde describes how this disappearance of the gift object relies on trust in a wider
community and an identification with the same:
When the gift moves in a circle its motion is beyond the control of the
personal ego, and so each bearer must be part of the group and each donation
is an act of social faith.84

In The Gift: How the Creative Spirit Transforms the World, Hyde’s premise is
that an artwork has an innate ability to transfer an experience to an audience and that
it is freely given and received as a gift. It suggests that artworks are precious cultural
gifts that embody shared aspects of human experience and transcend commodity.
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From the Latin root reciprocare, to move backwards (re) and forwards (pro).
Hyde, L. (2006). The Gift: How the Creative Spirit Transforms the World. Edinburgh: Canongate, p. 16
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Fig.49. Green gate encampment in 1983. (©Liz Murray).
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They are the equivalent of the arm rings and bracelets of the Trobriand Islanders and
the responsibility of the community. Art, Hyde suggests, can move the heart, revive
the soul, delight the senses and offer courage for living. He states that ‘when we are
touched by a work of art something comes to us which has nothing to do with the
price’. The redemptive experience that art offers, according to Hyde, can be linked to
the altruism of the Kula Ring gift exchanges. It is easy to be cynical about the art world
within which artworks form an essential part both as monetised commodities and as
objects around which the art world circulates. And yet it is possible to stand aside
from the market and be surprised and profoundly moved by the humanity of a
painting made over four hundred years ago. The Gift begins from an understanding of
that experience – that a work of art can be a gift – and yet can exist within two
economies, those of the market (commodity) and gift (exchange). Of these, only the
gift economy is essential, as a work of art can endure outside the market, but ‘where
there is no gift there is no art’.85

Squares: Institutions, endowments, and activism.
Culturally important items are often stored and displayed in square-like
formats; in boxes, vitrines, in designated rooms, in corporate buildings, in state
buildings, in private dwellings and in public spaces. Artefacts that are considered
culturally invaluable, like the Rosetta Stone, are kept in flagship national museums,
often within a cordoned-off vitrine or casket.86 Objects such as these may
(contentiously) not originate from the country in which they are housed (indeed, they
may have been looted from another culture) and yet provide a link to a shared history
of language, religious belief or interpretation. As culturally important artefacts, they
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The Rosetta Stone is housed near the entrance to the British Museum in London. A grey block of
granodiorite, it bears a dense series of carved inscriptions on its faces. At a little over a metre in height,
this weighty fragment has been credited as a key for deciphering ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs and has
become a paradigm of language translation. Intended as an official decree marking a donation to
temple priests by King Ptolemy V Epiphanes (204-181 BC), the message-bearing stone was one of many
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The language of the decree appears first as hieroglyphs, followed by Demotic (or the common language
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Ptolemaic rulers). What makes the Rosetta Stone so important is the appearance of three identical
messages in three languages, enabling its use as a means of deciphering Egyptian hieroglyphs, a
language that resisted interpretation from the end of the Ptolemaic era until 1824
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are considered beyond monetisation. They are ‘banked’ within the square box or white
cube of the institution. Keeping a collection of cultural and historically disparate
artefacts together within the same container does not make for linear connections, yet
the container could be thought of as a ‘bag of stars’.87
The GCWPC endowment is complex and expansive, yet for the purpose of
clarity it can be understood as a demonstration of women’s agency, of drawing global
attention to the risk to life posed by nuclear weapons, of raising awareness of
ecological destruction on a planetary scale and of being a means of questioning
hegemonic economies of aggression, militarism, and violence. It also stands as a
paradigmatic example of queer resistance to patriarchy. Greenham made possible a
collective, social movement of women to ‘step outside the ongoing practices and
discourses through which patriarchy is continuously reconstituted’.88 All of these are
highly relevant to counter the present conditions of neoliberalism, which have become
more apparent in the years since the peace camp was established. This is witnessed in
a widening of social inequalities and, as Henry Giroux posits, a ‘celebration of selfinterests over social needs’ and ‘profit-making as the essence of democracy coupled
with the utterly reductionist notion that consumption is the only applicable form of
citizenship’.89 To speak of Greenham as a gift is to pass on all its parts, material and
immaterial, to an/other(s).

Triangles: Gifted, gays, visibility.
At the top of a triangle of cultural importance and value, the artefacts’
internment inside state institutions such as national museums and galleries is a
display of the nation’s cultural wealth. The state largely supports the upkeep and
maintenance of these pyramidal structures. It does so in recognition that in addition
to boosting the status of the nation through its cultural wealth, these artefacts make
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Figure 50. Former site of Green Gate camp and access point to the Ground-launched cruise
missile Alert and Maintenance Area (GAMA) silos, 21 August 2021.
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up a cultural ‘treasure chest’ that is held in trust for future generations. Many items
held by public collections are often given to the nation by wealthy private individuals
(usually set against tax liabilities) in the certainty that the invaluable object, painting
or document will be archived and displayed in the best conditions possible.
Artworks are easier to comprehend as ‘gifts’ than they are as a political
demonstration, especially as making art is often associated with talent. A child can be
‘gifted’ when it shows a preternatural ability for music, art, mathematics or chess, for
example. These innate aptitudes or talents are viewed as exceptional. Talent,
etymologically, comes from talenta, the Latin for a weight or sum of money. A talent
like art can be a gift and monetarily valuable. It is a common public perception that
artworks have a market value, like a commodity. This view is reinforced when auction
sales hit record levels for works of art, especially for the work of deceased artists, of
which there is a scarcity of supply.90 For some living artists whose work is bought and
sold at the top end of the art market, this perception makes them celebrities. It is a
condition of exceptionality that obscures the vast pyramid of creative ‘dark matter’ –
the lesser-known artists, amateurs, makeshift and ‘failed’ artists whose creative and
imaginative energies prop up an art system that excludes them from view.91 Artist and
critic Gregory Sholette, whose borrowing of the astrophysical term as a metaphor for
the invisible mass of cultural workers, writes:

Collectively, the amateur and the failed artist represent a vast flat field upon
which a privileged few stand out in relief… what if we turned this figure and
ground relation inside out by imagining an artworld unable to exclude the
practices and practitioners it secretly depends upon? What then would become
of its value structure and distribution of power? The answer is not to imagine
the emergence of a more comprehensive social art history in which the usual
art subjects are better contextualised. Nor is it to take part in some rarefied
tour of this dark-matter world in which the mysterious missing cultural mass is
acknowledged, ruminated over, and then re-shelved or archived as a collection
of oddities. Instead, when the excluded are made visible, when they demand
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visibility, it is always ultimately a matter of politics and a rethinking of
history.92
A younger generation (for whom Greenham is just a word to be Googled) might
point to the shared benefits that technology has brought, such as the World Wide
Web as a free knowledge resource. Undoubtedly, Tim Berners-Lee’s gift to the world
of a free resource for public good has been transformative.93 However, the freedom to
access much online content comes with a monetisation of the users’ information, their
browsing history and their data. What appears to be a free sharing of information is
often tied invisibly to commerce. This could be understood as type of reciprocity in
which a gift is returned; a user gives their attention via looking and the web browser or
website gets back user data that can be used to market goods to that user based on
their browsing history. It is a simple form of gift exchange between two entities. The
contention here is that the GCWPC cannot function reciprocally but shares the
potential that an artwork holds to be a gift in circulation.
The materials that record and archive the GCWPC are considerable. Yet to
prevent this and other radical histories of protest from being flattened, there is a
requirement to review what becomes normative or ends up in the archive; to prevent
the control of history by the very hegemony that the Greenham women opposed. To
move, to reform, to queer the line from past to present is to guard against the
concretising of certain histories, the making of walls. This research proposes the
reframing of Greenham as a means to reclaim, re-evaluate and take forward a critical
moment in feminist politics. It is primarily for a younger generation for whom
Greenham is dark matter.
One of the key arguments in this research is that any dominant ideology based
on self-interest and individualism (such as neoliberalism) crushes resistance to its
values through imprisonment within specific historical boundaries. These can be
archives, documentaries, museum displays or other repositories – like graveyards.
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Figure 51. The GAMA silos in the south-west corner of Greenham Common airbase were listed
as scheduled monuments on 3 March 2003. They are currently privately owned and used for
location shoots. Image taken: 21 August 2021.
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Protest in this context becomes sited and understood in relation to archival materials.
It is locked into the past. This research offers a means to rethink the scale,
temporality, framing and afterlife of the GCWPC.
Greenham was many things – a site, an event, a performance, a manifesto, a
series of happenings – and novel in its form of protest. It disrupted the status quo.
Arguably, it was avant-garde, being at the forefront of effecting change in politics and
in feminist and queer consciousness. Its transgressive form appeared through an
existing form of spatial biopolitical ordering. To frame it as an ever-expanding
artwork is both to recognise that genuine political or artistic activities always involve
forms of innovation that tear bodies from their assigned places and to understand this
exchange as a gift.
There is a prevalent cynicism within and about the art world that art can
neuter and absorb anything, including critique of itself, even cancelling out dissent
through commodification. This is adamantly not a neoliberal gesture for absorbing
radical politics through art. Maurice Blanchot’s contention that placing activist
materials, events and outcomes into a book form is a ‘refined form of oppression’.
Blanchot writes:

everything that disturbs, calls, threatens, and finally questions without
expecting an answer, without resting in certainty, never will we enclose it in a
book, which, even when open, tends toward closure, a refined form of
oppression…No more books, never again a book, so long as we maintain our
relation with the upheaval of the rupture.94

Although Blanchot posits the book form as a prison that cannot adequately
contain the enormity of rupture, it can equally be applied to thinking about the
materiality of protest. The GCWPC transgressed both the geographic and ideological
boundaries of gender and propriety through the relocation of ‘home’ into the open; a
piece of common ground that witnessed the women visibly challenging the
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establishment’s values of order and normality. The patriarchal power and politics were
literally and metaphorically on the other side of the fence.

Returning the sneakers: Sooz Shooz (2021)
An oversized shoe made from plaster and polystyrene is being constructed in
my studio. Its scale and the flap of plaster that lies across the top give it a comedic
quality, as if it belongs to the foot of a clown unable to manage the laces. It is too big
to fit any human foot and, besides, there’s no void to accommodate flesh; the shoe is
full of gypsum. It is platforming itself, rising up on a series of shaped blocks that
mimic its footprint. As blocks are added (like growth rings in a tree), the sneakers rise
up. The height of the work is important, for it is not destined to be placed on the
ground, unlike Eleanor Antin’s 100 Boots Looking for a Job. It hovers in an imagined
space of storage, like the memory of its ghost. Solitary, for now, it emphasises a loss –
where is its necessary other, its twin? Being a singleton renders the shoe useless. This
condition is doubled by its being an artwork and not a shoe. It is an unwearable
reminder of a moment in a radical protest.
Without an image of the gifted trainers, or indeed any tangible trace of them
other than what resides in memory, their reproduction as a sculptural form has
presented difficulties. There is so much subjectivity to get through. Were there a
photograph of the original footwear, it would supplant other senses; of touch, of smell,
of temperature, of feeling beholden. The image would lock down a certainty of the
object. To haul up, bit by bit, from the dormant regions of the brain every fragment
relating to and surrounding an object in time – there is the challenge to knowledge.
The process of making them is informed by clumsy gestures to understand what a
shoe is, what a gift means.
The attempt to remake a gift from the past is also an enquiry, and arguably a
political one. In returning to that moment of giving, the fixity of a historic protest is
destabilised in a small, resistant gesture. The trainer-as-artwork is not a re-enactment;
it does not seek to re-imagine or replay protest. It is awkward, in the same way that its
non-return was problematic. The ethical prerogative to give back something that
doesn’t belong to you is strong, hence the mild embarrassment. Did the retention
make me an imperfect protester? Can I now return the embarrassment rather than the
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shoes? Or might it be the case that keeping the shoes, not giving them back, kept the
protest alive? Had I done the comradely thing and posted them, would that have
severed a tie, killed the spirit?95 Can that be what an artwork does – keep something
locked within its core, so that it will last forever?
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You Can’t Kill the Spirit was a popular song at Greenham and regularly sung at mass gatherings and
protests around the airbase perimeter. It features in the Greenham Common Women’s Peace Song Book.
It became a slogan for many of the flyers and handouts generated around the camp, publicising
upcoming events and blockades.
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Figure 52. University College Union (UCU) picket line outside the main entrance to the Royal
College of Art (RCA) Battersea campus in 2021. Union members and workers at the RCA have
been striking over poor pay and working conditions since February 2020. (Photograph
courtesy of Myro Wulff)
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Figure 53. Liz Murray backchat bender (2021). Pre-viva exhibition of protest images from the
author’s Greenham Common archive at the Dyson Gallery, RCA Battersea campus, 15 – 28
November 2021. Photographic frieze, 1,288 x 250 cm.
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Figure 54. Liz Murray backchat bender (2021). In support of the UCU strike and to prevent
Visitors crossing the picket line to enter the gallery, the photographic frieze is displayed on
the inside of the Dyson gallery windows. The main entrance to the RCA Battersea campus is
to the left of the Dyson windows facing onto Hester Road.
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Figure 55. Liz Murray backchat bender (2021). RCA Dyson gallery windows with photographic
frieze, facing onto Hester Road.
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Figure 56. Liz Murray backchat bender (2021). RCA Dyson gallery windows at corner of Hester
Road and Battersea Bridge Road.
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Figure 57. Liz Murray backchat bender (2021). RCA Dyson gallery windows facing onto
Battersea Bridge Road.
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Figure 58. Liz Murray backchat bender (2021). RCA Dyson gallery windows with photographic
frieze on Battersea Bridge Road.
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Section 4: CONCLUSION

Summary of key arguments
This research responds to the apparent failure of second-wave feminism to
significantly address sexism, equality for all women and misogyny in all its forms. It
was carried out through an autoethnographic method that used my own experience of
being part of a feminist protest that rejected militarism, speciesism, capitalism and
patriarchy. As a strategy for addressing the social, sexual and political lacuna that still
exists today the project functions as a form of nomination for the GCWPC to become
an artwork. The purpose of reframing it as such is to generate a new audience and a
fresh perspective on how protest can be utilised productively.
As a communication tool, art has the capacity to offer a platform for rethinking
experiences across time and space, to change perceptions and opinions. It can provide
more than a series of aesthetic encounters; it can be a vehicle for social change. Thus, I
make the case for art practice as providing an emollient to embed radical feminist
protest within cultural memory. This action could be viewed as a libertarian form of
mimicking the political and economic structures of neoliberalism, using deregulation,
elimination of controls and free-market economic policies. However, one of the key
arguments for doing so is that this way of considering the GCWPC allows for an
unbracketing of the capacities of ‘protest’ into an expanding relational form. In short,
it supercharges the performance of resistance in order to understand its
transformative and productive modes.
For me, what is at the root of this research is care, not cash. Care is argued for
here as a means of guardianship for a shared feminist legacy that is open and available
to all. This is not intended either as an economic proposition or as a commodification
of radical politics. To position this feminist protest as art is to undo any potential for it
to be bought and sold. The work is not owned as such or even authored in the
conventional sense, nor is it appropriated; it is collective cultural property.
Nominating the GCWPC as an artwork is to transform it into a feminist commons,
being not a thing but a set of social relations.
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Research questions answered
Artworks and artefacts of the past contribute to society’s cultural and collective
memory in a way that historical fact alone cannot; they provide a way to understand
how it felt to exist in a particular place at a particular time. My framing of the GCWPC
as an artwork appears within the thesis and through artworks that I generated as the
result of talking-back to history and to the present. The tone of this conversation is
intentionally direct and personal, as I want the contents to be accessible to a broad
audience. By presenting a first-hand account of the GCWPC, it offers a means of
access to a section of British feminist history that has not been fully heard. To clarify,
there are many written and oral accounts of Greenham women’s experiences, and this
is another – one that contributes a new form of engagement with the histories and
events of the time.
Publishing the thesis and my practice in the public sphere enables differing
forms of productive response from readers and the audience of the work. For the
former, there is the potential for a reader to do more research by looking at other
texts, research papers, testimonies, archives and public records concerning the
GCWPC. For the latter, exhibiting artworks adds an original register of
communication for the audience. Both reader and viewer are ‘users’ of this research in
that they are activating an exchange and generating their own responses, opinions and
questions around events of the GCWPC. Clearly, by expanding the protest at
Greenham into other formats and modes of display and communication allows a
greater reach with enhanced possibilities for response.
The research acknowledges the manifold ways in which artists have engaged
with past social and political actions. Jeremy Deller’s The Battle of Orgreave (2001) is
an example of a site-specific performance which re-enacts one of the many violent
clashes between police and picketing miners during the 1984-85 miners’ strike. Deller’s
recording of those people involved in the events considered culturally or historically
important is laudable and gives a platform for the narratives of those in more
marginalised positions in society. However, the realism of Deller’s re-enactment can
raise questions of historical authenticity for viewers of the artwork and of how past
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protests can be transmitted and understood in the present.96 In adding another strand
to the autobiographical accounts of the GCWPC, this research makes that collection
larger and through ‘talking-back’ makes visible the reciprocal nature of transmitting
authentic accounts of past protest. This is further bolstered by my own artworks,
which are generated through conversations with archival material that provide a more
abstract response to events and their recording. What I mean by this is that reenactment can author its own false history, whereas in choosing a more multifaceted
method a more expansive response can be generated.
Following on from this point, positing the GCWPC as an artwork is to give it a
second life beyond historical archives. It is in this sense that I consider nomination as
a means to ‘supercharge’ the vitality of a uniquely important feminist protest.
At no point in this research do I claim any ownership of the GCWPC. I
acknowledge the GCWPC as a feminist commons and as a tool for changing the
perception of women as common property of the patriarchy. With this intention, I
perceive a small measure of aestheticization will not compromise the benefits of
reframing feminist dissent.
In answer to this project’s primary research question – ‘To what extent can art
provide a method for engaging with feminist histories, stories and events?’ – this thesis
has made three interlocking arguments through three distinct sections. The first of
these are discourses around the archive in which the ‘housing’, control and politics of
these records are examined. Secondly, in the section on gift and givenness, I argue
that art can offer society a chance to reflect collectively on the imaginary figures it
depends upon for its very consistency and self-understanding. In the third section, a
series of correspondences runs through the body of the text, functioning as portals
where temporalities are exchanged, creating out-takes for the reader to occupy
separately from the components of the thesis and artworks.
Writing and making new artworks about a past political protest in the present
(rather than from the 1980s) allows for a critical dismantling of second-wave
feminism, through a reconsideration of first-hand experiences and a review of the
96
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transversal factors that have impacted on the gender-equality movement over time. If
we understand feminism to be a project without a deadline, then the ambitions that
the feminist movement defined in the 1960s remain an unfinished project.
The final research question – How might a feminist activist use nomination as
‘artivism’ to affect social and cultural transformation and enable a critical re-evaluation
of gender equality? – may appear ambitious in scope, yet I argue that even a single user
of the research (or the audience for an artwork) provides the ground upon which a
fairer, more equal society for women might emerge. Putting forward the GCWPC as an
artwork forty years after it was started is both a means to open debate around art and
protest and a way of drawing attention to the impact of this landmark women-only
event. Such a move can be described as feminist art activism. It does so to challenge
the binary thinking that often runs with knowledge production and the concretising of
radical, queer protest.

Critical reflections on Greenham as an artwork
In the sense that this trusteeship of protest-as-artwork is passed on, freely given
and shared, the research contends that both artwork and protest are gifts to society.
The unique contribution this project makes to scholarship on givenness is the
circulation of protest as a consciousness-raising device. While this sounds quite
literally pedagogic (‘Look at what you can learn from an earlier generation of
feminists!’), it is not my intention here. This passing on of an expanding collection of
materials presented as artwork is meant as an emancipatory tool box. As an artwork, it
does not tell an audience how to think but why and how it is important to think
politically about the world.
In this project, research is present in practice as well as in writing, using a
process of talking to materials, to memory, to documents. The rationale for this
method is establishing a search (a ‘re-search’) with concomitant testing of knowledge,
imagination and tone. Making artwork is an ongoing pursuit for something that is ever
out of view and yet feels close. It is a refractive, intuitive, iterative, imaginative, backchatting enterprise.
A future proposition could be made for the potential nomination of the
nominated GCWPC as Artwork for the Turner Prize. As any ‘exhibition’ of the protest
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would necessitate a materialisation of artwork to satisfy the demands of an aesthetic
experience, it is exciting to imagine how many iterations might become possible.

Summary of results of art practice
My artworks deal with aspects and applications of nomination as a method used
in this research. It firms up facets of the nomination of the GCWPC as manifest in this
thesis. Taking and borrowing in this sense is more of a ‘Murray’ appropriation rather
than a ‘Duchampian’ one, as it uses moving images, photographs and text as
progenitors for sculptural objects. These objects function more abstractly and
intuitively, working around the Greenham archive in a shifting re-performance of
resistance.
Nominating Greenham as an artwork is a means to untether it from historical
interpretation and to bring it into the present day, allowing for reinterpretation,
expansion and contextualisation within the current political conditions. I have argued
within the previous chapters for lifting this radical feminist protest out of history-asconcrete as a necessary condition of empowering an imaginative, multimodal,
enfolded response.
My research uses art strategically, acknowledging the potential it holds ‘for
society to reflect collectively on the imaginary figures it depends upon for its very
consistency [and] self-understanding.’97 It activates this capacity through imagination,
autonomy and its faculty for refracting order or sense. In making this protest an
artwork, it offers the potential for rethinking how we understand the limits of protest
and the ongoing work of feminist activists and scholars. The examples of art practices
(Manuela Zechner, Katie Patterson, Zanele Muholi and my own) throughout the
chapters demonstrate how artworks can directly engage with past, present and future
social and political imaginaries.
In attempting to lay bare the causes of gender discrimination, it has been
important to take apart not simply ‘the patriarchy’ (which is undoubtedly cast as the
primary villain in this regard) but to identify the other factors that surround this
central problem. Technology, neoliberalism, methods and politics of archiving history
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and planetary-scale environmental damage have effectively smoke-screened the
egregious social disparity between men and women as well as the ‘cruel optimism’ of
the political subject under neoliberalism.98 To look back and examine the changes in
social, economic and political conditions that were in place in 1981 is to find the
embedding of neoliberal post-Fordist practices so entrenched that today these appear
as the normative horizon of human exchange. The research aims were to uncover
some of the factors that have maintained a dominant patriarchal status quo. These
may be found in the margins surrounding the media articles that covered accounts of
the Greenham protest (see Appendix 1).

Significance of findings
My method of engaging with the GCWPC is a contribution to knowledge.
When writing to myself in the series of letters that make up Correspondence, I was
talking backwards but also forwards, to find out the links that I had unconsciously
broken or not remembered well. I connected with the actions and intentions of my
young self – an act of identification. However, through writing, I became acutely aware
of becoming my own grandmother, as it were. Thinking across this lived span of time,
I came to the realisation that my remaining time, as for many of the younger members
of the Greenham Common family, is a limited resource. Most of the oldest peace camp
women have died. Again, there is a sense of urgency in this research to ensure that all
that can be opened up, spoken of, sung about and written of this event should be
made continually ‘live’.
What began as a method to work out what I was thinking forty years ago
became a device for connecting with a public. For clarity, I am referring to ‘public’
here in the sense that social theorist Michael Warner outlines in Publics and
Counterpublics as ‘the kind of public that comes into being only in relation to texts
and their circulation.’99 Specifically, this public would belong to a demographic similar
to that of the younger woman with whom I had sought to set up this conversation. In
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effect, it was only after they had been written that I became aware of their value as a
means of engaging a younger proto-feminist audience in an original way.
One of the criticisms that may be levelled at academic research and PhD theses
in particular is that they are rarely read beyond the academy. My aim for this research
is that it should have publics both inside and outside of the institution. To address
how feminist history might be kept active and relevant to a new generation, it is
essential that this form of knowledge should have multimodal and imaginative means
of connecting with its audience.
Before embarking on this research, I understood a contemporary artwork to be,
as Joseph Margolis has argued, a culturally emergent phenomenon, like speech and
the human actions that make up human history.100 The meaning of an artwork is not
solely determined by the artwork but emerges from the encounter between itself and a
viewer or user. There is a conversation. To recognise a thing as an artwork is to adopt
a responsive, activated approach to it.101 The artwork – whether framed as an event, as
an object or as a material or immaterial thing – is made in expectation of a response.
My iterative, refracted art practice is another contribution to knowledge. My
own artwork, which is made and authored by me, does function independently of this
thesis. It operates as a culturally emergent phenomenon in which interplay can take
place between an audience and itself. Yet when placed within this research (thesis as
nomination), it charges the viewer with making imaginative connective relationships
through objects, time space and political ideology.
In making prominent the sprawl of a historic feminist protest through its
nomination as art, I was aware of the extractive powers that art has and the
responsibility that comes with making this action. I would firmly contest that this is
not a mining of a radical political event for art’s sake (or ‘defanging’) but an inventive
tactic that sits within the activist strategies that Greenham women employed against
the siting of cruise missiles.

100

Margolis, J. (1979). A Strategy for a Philosophy of Art. The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism,
37(4), pp. 445-454. doi:10.2307/430688
101
See: Bakhtin, M. (1981). ‘Discourse in the novel’, in Bahktin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays.
ed. M. Holquist.
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Of course, there is a clear difference between nonviolent direct action that puts
bodies in front of bulldozers and an art practice that proposes an idea for an artwork.
However, to put forward this expansive, rhizomatic structure as a contemporary
artwork is done with the intention that it will ‘lie down in the road’. It is an artwork
that amplifies a conversation about a radical feminist past and how it might inform
understanding of the present and of our shared futures. As a structure it shares many
of the conceptual parameters of installation art. The reader/viewer/user is pulled into
relation with the media and materials that support the nomination.

Limitations of study
This research acknowledges the work of queer theorists in opening out debate
on gender construction, transgender identity, embodiment and sexual politics through
engagement with other theoretical schools such as feminism, post-colonialism,
Marxism and psychoanalysis.102 Queer theory is a relatively young theoretical field that
developed in the 1990s and continues to the present day, though its roots can be
traced back to Michel Foucault and his writings on the social construction of
sexuality.103 Queer theory was a nascent mode of critical thinking in the early 1980s,
yet it was not a term applied to the peace camp when it was established. It is only
since then and in more recent scholarship that the non-normative, nonviolent,
sexually disruptive methods of the peace camp women have been described as queer.
As discussed in the introduction, the behaviour of the women transgressed
what was defined as socially, politically and biologically normative at that time. The
response of the right-wing sections of the media to these contraventions was to pillory
the women as deviants, dykes, lesbians, witches, dirty, social scroungers and just plain
ugly. In this text, I have used the term ‘queer’ in describing practices and methods at
the camp for its contemporary relevance, but it is important to note that the pejorative
terms of ‘dykes’ and ‘lezzers’ (especially preceded by ‘dirty’) were in common use in
the 1980s.

102

Early queer theorists such as Judith Butler, Eve Kosofsky Sedgewick, Lauren Berlant, Michael Warner, Juan
Muñoz.
103
Foucault, M. (1978). The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1.
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The author understands the contentious nature of some contemporary
discourses around transgender theory and the rifts and schisms that biological
determinism, radical feminism and lesbian separatism have revealed. Undoubtedly,
the gendering of protest at Greenham was fundamental to its identity and ethos.
However, it is beyond the scope of this research to locate contemporary trans activism
in the past.
Reproducing my archive of GCWPC materials in full has also been beyond the
capacity of this thesis – there are almost five hundred items – and it would be a
publishing project for the near future alongside the artworks that have come out of
this research. A sample of fifty images has been included in Appendix 1.
Outside the scope of this research, too, has been a consideration of the lesserknown ‘sister’ peace camp at Comiso, in Sicily. The women’s peace camp, La
Ragnatela, organised a buyout of the land beside the USAF base in 1984, with women
subscribing £2.50 each for a metre square of the land. I was briefly resident at La
Ragnatela and was one of hundreds of women who collectively owned the ground that
the camp was sited on. My intention is to return to Comiso and discover what has
become of the land and whether a commons can be established there for future
exhibition and dissemination of the legacy of both La Ragnatela and the GCWPC.
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APPENDICES
1. Sample from a Personal Archive (50 images)

Figure 59.
The Daily Telegraph, 2 April 1983: coverage of the Easter Bunny invasion at Greenham Common airbase by women peace
protesters and of the 14-mile ‘human-chain’ protest between Aldermaston and Burghfield.
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Figure 60.
The Observer, 6 November 1983: coverage of the warning to Greenham Common peace women given by Defence Secretary
Michael Heseltine that they could be shot if they penetrated the airbase.
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Figure 61.
The Standard, 20 December 1983: Front page claim by police that CND protests in London were diverting resources away from the police force monitoring the I.R.A.
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Figure 62.
The Sunday Times, 4 September 1983: reportage on the second anniversary of the arrival of the Women for
Life on Earth march from Cardiff to Greenham Common, which established the women-only peace camp.
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Figure 63.
Time Out magazine (Nd, possibly late 1982): Nukes are a Feminist Issue.
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Figure 64.
Women Reclaim Greenham, 11 December 1983: front cover of booklet produced by CND for the GCWPC
for distribution to the 50,000 women protesters who encircled the airbase on 11-12 December 1983.
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Figure 65.
Women Reclaim Greenham, 11 December 1983: first page of booklet produced by CND for the GCWPC
for distribution to the 50,000 women protesters who encircled the airbase on 11-12 December 1983.
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Figure 66.
Women Reclaim Greenham, 11 December 1983: pages 2 and 3 of booklet produced by CND for the GCWPC
for distribution to the 50,000 women protesters who encircled the airbase on 11-12 December 1983.
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Figure 67.
Women Reclaim Greenham, 11 December 1983: pages 4 and 5 of booklet produced by CND for the GCWPC
for distribution to the 50,000 women protesters who encircled the airbase on 11-12 December 1983.
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Figure 68.
Women Reclaim Greenham, 11 December 1983: airbase map centrefold included in booklet for the GCWPC
for distribution to the 50,000 women protesters who encircled the airbase on 11-12 December 1983.
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Figure 69.
Women Reclaim Greenham, 11 December 1983: pages 8 and 9 of booklet produced by CND for the GCWPC
for distribution to the 50,000 women protesters who encircled the airbase on 11-12 December 1983.
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Figure 70.
Women Reclaim Greenham, 11 December 1983: pages 10 and 11 of booklet produced by CND for the GCWPC
for distribution to the 50,000 women protesters who encircled the airbase on 11-12 December 1983.
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Figure 71.
Women Reclaim Greenham, 11 December 1983: page 12 of booklet produced by CND for the GCWPC
for distribution to the 50,000 women protesters who encircled the airbase on 11-12 December 1983.
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Figure 72.
Handritten and photocopied chain letter from GCWPC dated December 1983,
calling for women supporters to join new camps at Red and Violet gates.
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Figure 73.
Diagram showing the cruise missile launcher for identification as part of ‘Cruisewatch’, distributed via chain letter.
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Figure 74.
July 4-8 Blockade Information Pack: first page of typed and photocopied booklet for distribution as chain letter to women protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983, including advice on NVDA and legal briefing.
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Figure 75.
July 4-8 Blockade Information Pack: second page of typed and photocopied booklet for distribution as chain letter to
women protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983, including advice on NVDA and legal briefing.
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Figure 76.
July 4-8 Blockade Information Pack: third page of typed and photocopied booklet for distribution as chain letter to women
protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983, including advice on NVDA and legal briefing.
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Figure 77.
July 4-8 Blockade Information Pack: fourth page of typed and photocopied booklet for distribution as chain letter to
women protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983, including advice on NVDA and legal briefing..
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Figure 78.
July 4-8 Blockade Information Pack: fifth page of typed and photocopied booklet for distribution as chain letter to women protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983, including advice on NVDA and legal briefing.
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Figure 79.
July 4-8 Blockade Information Pack: sixth page of typed and photocopied booklet for distribution as chain letter to women protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983, including advice on NVDA and legal briefing.
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Figure 80.
July 4-8 Blockade Information Pack: seventh page of typed and photocopied booklet for distribution as chain letter to
women protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983, including advice on NVDA and legal briefing.
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Figure 81.
Handwritten and photocopied chain letter dated 22 December 1983 from London support branch (Islington), calling for meeting regarding 29 October (Halloween) mass fence-cutting event and court cases arising from this.
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Figure 82.
July 4-8th International Women’s Blockade (Arms are for Linking): first page of typed and photocopied flyer dated 17
May 1983 for distribution as chain letter to women protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983.
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Figure 83.
July 4-8th International Women’s Blockade (Arms are for Linking): first page of typed and photocopied flyer dated 17
May 1983 for distribution as chain letter to women protesters in advance of the four-day blockade of the airbase in 1983.
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Figure 84.
Handwritten and photocopied A4 chain letter on red paper (Nd) from local support group (Newbury), calling for
meeting in the Friends’ Meeting House on 15 November 1983, regarding 29 October fence-cutting at Greenham.
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Figure 85.
The Guardian, 13 January 1984: reporting the appointment by Newbury District Council
of two bailiffs hired to enforce local byelaws preventing Greenham Common peace
women from camping on common land adjoining the airbase at Greenham in Berkshire.
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Figure 86.
The Guardian (Nd): reporting on Greenham Common peace women
remaining at the camp despite evictions, with cartoon above.
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Figure 87.
Newspaper cutting (Nd): reporting on Greenham Common peace women outside the High Court
in London after court proceedings to evict the women campers from Greenham were adjourned.
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Figure 88.
Newspaper cutting (Nd): reporting on large sections of the perimeter fence being ‘demolished’
by women peace protestors at Greenham Common, prior to the arrival of cruise missiles.
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Figure 89.
Newspaper cutting (Nd): reporting on Tory MP for Newbury Michael McNair-Wilson’s
claim that the Greenham Common airbase in Berkshire was an IRA security risk.
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Figure 90.
Newspaper cutting dated 18 January 1984: reporting on the suicide of a GP married to one of the founders of the GCWPC.
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Figure 91.
Newspaper cutting (Nd): reporting on numbers of Greenham peace women ‘flooding’
the High Court in London as Newbury District Council attempted to evict the women
from common land beside the airbase and sought injunctions to prevent further protests.
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Figure 92.
Newspaper cutting dated 21 January 1984: reporting on a Royal Marine (Andrew Bish)
who was given a six-month conditional discharge by Newbury Magistrates following
his assault on two peace women who had laughed at his Union Jack running shorts.
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Figure 93.
Newspaper cutting dated 15 April 1984: reporting on aftermath of evictions undertaken by bailiffs at the GCWPC.
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Figure 94.
The Guardian, 9 April 1984: reporting on Greenham Common peace women
breaking down a wooden fence beside the main gate at Greenham Common airbase.
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Figure 95.
Greenham Common Women’s Peace Camp Songbook: pages 2 and 3 of typed
and photocopied booklet of lyrics for singing at mass protests around the airbase.
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Figure 96.
Greenham Common Women’s Peace Camp Songbook: pages 4 and 5 of typed
and photocopied booklet of lyrics for singing at mass protests around the airbase.
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Figure 97.
Greenham Common Women’s Peace Camp Songbook: pages 6 and 7 of typed
and photocopied booklet of lyrics for singing at mass protests around the airbase.
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Figure 98.
Greenham Common Women’s Peace Camp Songbook: pages 8 and 9 of typed
and photocopied booklet of lyrics for singing at mass protests around the airbase.
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Figure 99.
Page one of statement by Elizabeth Murray following arrest for perimeter fence cutting
at Greenham Common airbase made to Jane Deighton at solicitors Seifert Sedley.
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Figure 100.
Page two of statement by Elizabeth Murray following arrest for perimeter fence cutting
at Greenham Common airbase made to Jane Deighton at solicitors Seifert Sedley.
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Figure 101.
Greenham Peace Camp Green and Common April Newsletter, front page of handwritten and photocopied chain letter.
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Figure 102.
Typed and photocopied A6 chain letter press for 29 February 1983 demonstration at Greenham Common airbase.
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Figure 103.
The Observer Magazine, 12 February 1984: feature by reporter Martha Gellhorn on meeting the Greenham Women.
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Figure 104.
The Observer Magazine, 12 February 1984: feature by reporter Martha Gellhorn on meeting the Greenham Women.
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Figure 105.
The Observer Magazine, 12 February 1984: feature by reporter Martha Gellhorn on meeting the Greenham Women..
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Figure 106.
Typed and photocopied chain letter (Nd) from La Ragnatela Donne Per La Pace Sicilia (International
Women’s Peace Camp in Comiso) calling for help to purchase the land that the camp occupied beside
the US airbase at Comis0, Sicily. Women were asked to subscribe £2.50 for a square metre of land.
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Figure 107.
The Standard, 4 April 1984: Front-page coverage of mass eviction by 300
police and bailiffs to clear the women’s peace camps at Greenham Common.
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Figure 108.
Statement from GCWPC dated 29 October 1983, outlining aim to take down perimeter fence to reclaim the common land.
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